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Volume XXIX
SHERIFF HELD UP
"Come on across with the booze
and keep your hands high, you
crooks," announced a guardian of
the law as he held up a big Buick
touring car near Globe, Ariz., last
week. Four men alighted from the
car and proceeded to become the
subjects of one of their own habits : that of going through criminals. The men who were searched
were : Sheriff Herbert J. McGrath
of Grant county; John Casey,
marshal of Silver City; Mack Tab-neformer deputy sheriff and
County Assessor James A. Shipley.
Last Thursday morning the party
left Lordsburg for San Francisco
exto take in the Panama-Pacifi- c
position. Their car bore a New
Mexico license and was a dead
y
as they entered Globe.
It took a lot of apologizing to
square thnigs up when the Arizona
officer found who he was detaining. When lást heard of the auto
party was at Williams, Ariz., and
all the country side looked with
suspicion at the automobile from
r,

give-awa-

New Mexico.

BUYS ST. ELMO BARBER SHOP
H. S. Gillum, who for the last two
years has been employed at the
Parlor Barber Shop, this week
purchased the shop in the rear of
the St. Elmo saloon from Frank
Mr. Gillum is one of
Johnson.

Lordsburg's best tonsorial artists
and will no doubt build up a good
business here.

ANIMAS RANCH FOR SALE
One of the best ranches in the

acres
Animas valley. Twenty-fiv- e
Good House.
under cultivation.
Two wells, $1000 pump and irrigating plant.' 16 mares and colts.
Trees. 21 head milch cows and
calves. 320 acres. Price for complete outfit $3,100. For particulars see F. V. Bush, Lordsburg, N.
M.

MORNINGSTAR

& AUGUSTINE

Insurance
Union, Firemen' 3, Connecticut
Your Business Solicited
Leading Companies Scottish

It is related that before the battle of Waterloo Wellington's knee
shook so that he called attention
to them, saying, "If they knew

where I am going to carry them
they would shake much worse.

The

Lordsburg, New Mexico, Friday, November
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A BIG

YEAR-EN-

Local and Personal

D

Thanksgiving passed very quiet- Lordsburg yesterday. A large
crowd attended the dinner of the
adies of the Baptist church at the
The Western Liberal will publish K.
of P. hall and also the services
on December 17 its annual Mining t the Baptist church in the eve- edition with a spe- nng. No deaths have been reported
and Year-En- d
cial colored Christmas cover, with yet this morning from over indul
Christmas stories and a big illus- gence.
trated mining department giving
I saw in one of the daily papers
accounts of every mine, idle or producing, in the local district. There yesterday that a city editor was
will be contributions from all the given a prize turkey on Thanksgivprominent mining men in southern ing day. As I was sitting around
Grant county and the history of ev- the Liberal office two
ery mine from its discovery to the beautifully "feathered" chickens
present time, will be given. In the came in to see Mullarkey, the foremining department every phase of man, yesterday, so I guess he didn't
local mining will be covered fully fall so far behind the city guy, eh?
and the section will be the most
M. Q. Hardin has been appointed
complete mining review ever pub- administrator
of the estate of R.
lished of mines in this section. Cop- C. McMahan, late
of Hachita.
inevery
person
to
sent
ies will be
disterested in the local mining
Justice Marsalis sent a local
tricts and an extra large number Mexican to the county jail for 90
will be kept for answering inquir- days this week. The man was aries and as a reference volume. Sev- rested by Officer L. D. Walters,
eral pages of advertisng of mining charged with
Satur
machinery and equipment houses day evening (tomorrow) the case
have already been sold.
of the third of the Upshaw boys,
The regular Christmas part will charged with cattle theft, will be
contain feature Christmas stories neard before C. W. Marsalis. C. C.
and the advertising of the local Royall will be here for the case.
merchants together with a review
Dr. E. A. Montenyohl of Deming,
of progress in the city of Lordsrelieved Dr. M. M. Crocker several
burg.
Work will begin immediately on days this week, the latter being
getting out the big edition of De- gone on business at Deming and
cember 17. Get your advertising Gage.
copy in early.
The local U. S. commissioner will
be in Duncan, Ariz., today (FriWILDFIRE TONIGHT
day) on land business for the resi
dents of the Gila river country.
famous
in
the
Russell
Lillian
Bob Ross of Fort Hancock, Tex
will
"Wildfire"
race horse drama
be shown at the Star theater to- as, a tormer bookkeeper lor the
night. The picture is one of the best Roberts & Leahy Mercantile Comever taken and the first starring pany, has ben spending the past
Lillian Russell. The story is the week in Lordsburg.
same as in the book and the stage
District Agent Bright of the
drama depicting life on the race
Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
course. The production will bt Pacific
headquarters at Silver City,
shown tonight only at prices far with
below those charged in the cities was in this section Tuesday.
Dr. R. lii. Buvens is spending
for the same films.
On Saturday and Sunday night Thanksgiving and the week-e- i d at
the regular bookings of Mutual Las Cruces and LI Paso.
pictures will be shown at regular
The family of A. R. Beam has
prices. The Mutual Masterpiece moved into tne McGrath residence
replacel
been
night
Sunday
has
lor
opposite the A. & N. M. depot.
by the regular comedy and drama.
The Lordsburg Power Company
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Muir and is putting down a diversion main
irom
dnnirht.er have cone to San Fran on Main &street running eastOwnby
Leahy's to the
cisco to stay until the close of the Roberts
A sec
Panama-Pacifi- c
Exposition. Fred building and thence south.
put into op
Allistnn is takincr charire of the ondary well is being
eration this week at the pumping
ranch.
plant.

EDITION

.y in

well-forme-

wife-beatin-

Eaile Drntt Mercantile

Co.

Lordsburg's Largest Department Store

Vatch For Our Displays

d

g.

b'-c-

i ar.-yin-

We are now showing you some of our

Lines

and invite your inspection.
Toiet Sets, Manicurs Sets, Leather
Nvelties, Chafing Dishes,
Baking Dishes,
!

Good numbers in

Silver and Cut Glass
In fact tha BEST LINE ever shown in the city.
ONLY

FIVE WEEKS

UNTIL XMAS

Let us impress on you the advisability of early shop
ping giving you the full line to select irom
and insuring you greater satisfaction.

If You See It In Our Ad It Is

So

property.
The report of the First National
Bank of Lordsburg appears in ihis
week's issue of the Liberal. The
bank is showing a steady growth in
every way and especially in securing new business.
George F. Utter of Steeplerock
was in the city Saturday en route
to Los Angeles where he was culled
on account of the death of his in
O. H. Sellers of the Inger.ioll
Rand Company was a business visi
tor here the last of the week.

Subscriptions for Next Year
As a supplement to this week's
Western Liberal every subscriber
will receive the Liberal's annua
catalog containing cut rate prices
to every magazine published in the
United States and an accompanying
order blank. Look over our prices
of your favorite magazines and let
us have your order early. Christ
mas subscriptions a specialty. Save
the catalog you get with your Lib
eral today.
NESCH BAKERY OPENS
The Sanitary Bakery, established
by Paul Nesch of Deming, opened
for business Saturday in the Brown
building, corner Main and Shakes
Deare streets. J. II. .Henson of
Deming is in charge of the busi
ness. Fresh bread, pies and cake
are being received daily from Dem
ing and the new bake shop is re
ceiving a big portion of the Lords
burg patronage.

PRIZE FIGHT DECEMBER 6
Speedy Moreno of the 85 Mine
and Al Salazar of El Paso will fight
ten rounds at the Star theater following the picture show on Monday night, December 6 (pay day)
Moreno is the speedy local boy wh(
whipped Young Ad Wolgast abou'
a month ago. Salazar will fight a
128 pounds and Moreno
at 13.'
pounds. Ralph Bartlett and Georgi
pre
Barrio will fight a
liminary and a battle royal betweei
a gang of husky hombres will en
George Mul
liven the evening.
larkey is staging the fight. Th
figh
r
winner of the
will go ten rounds with Kid Farg
on Christmas night.

EAGLE DRUG MERCANTILE CO

We Close At 6 O'clock P. M.

Moreno-Salaza-

d

Snarn-shooter-

Mrs. T. A. Kerr luis returned
from Texas, much improved in

health.
Harry Jennings is SDendinsr a
few days at Morenci.
David Sellards is the irue;t of
Master Kinnon at Granite Gan.
C. C. Hampton has purchased the
Bryan house and has moved same
to his ranch.
Mrs. Sam OIney. Mrs. Frank
Creswell and children and Mr.
Spikes attended services at the
school house Sunday, coming down
from Steins.
l.evine Kerr is home for a short
visit.

Sat. Night
At K, Of P. HALL
3 Peice Orchestra
Everyone

Welcome

Look At These Bargains
You can own that automobile or truck that you have been wishing for sj long. You do not have to morgage your property or
give yjjr f ríe i h ai m : XT.ty. Yjjt ers lit is g))i with ms.
We
only list a few bargsihis balow. Sj3 uj for many otherí.
Mwlel T Fjr.i TjiH-i;- . Cir $513. Cub $133. Ml2lTForl
ster $275. Cash $173. Balance $20 per month.
Dodge

5

Chandler

Paisengjr Car

"Six"

Part Dawn.

Road-

$ 3S3.0J

Velie 5 Passenger Car $G85.00

$88.3.00

Buick "53"

$835.00

Balance Monthly for 10 Months

should

a

hibernate the rest of the year. At the
turkey shoot yesterday L. D. Walters
was the only man that hit the target at
200 yards.
Fifteen turkeys were on
the ground and 14 were taken away by
ti e promoters. And this is the Wesi
where men are supposed to shoot.
Jack Williams, a pioneer m'nr oí
the local camp, died at Quarz.te, Ariz.
lober loth according to a letter lust
received by Col. Kendall.

HAkKIS HAS A NEW ONE
This time it wasn't a forged
check or selling a
but
a neat little scheme which the First
National Bank of Lordsburg stopped before others victims fell. A
tew days ago one of the most prominent of the local cattlemen went
to Deming and while there became
engaged in conversation at one of
the hotels with a "cattle buyer
The local cowman signed his name
and gave his addresss in a small
note book for the "buyer's" future
reference.
Monday morning the "buye
came into the First National Bank
here and presented a note for $300
payable in ninety days and endors
ed by the cattleman who went to
Deming. The signature was iden
tical with the signature of the bank
customer so $300 was paid to the
"buyer." The same afternoon the
stockraiser came into the bank and
Cashier Coon mentioned the note.
No, he had not signed a note. Mr,
Coon notified the sheriff at Deming
and the "cattle buyer" was appre
hended and brought to Lordsburg
where he plead guilty to forgery
The note book was found in his pos
session and the signatures of over
a dozen prominent cattlemen were
found in it. The man gave his
name as J. II. Harris, alias
Justice Marsalis sent him
to the county jail.
court-hous-

.I

1

ance

and Keithley.

Practically all the loss was covered
with insurance.
The damaged buildings will be repaired at once.
Raymond Pitts, recently with the A- meriean National Bank at Silver City
and an experienced bookkeeper and au
ditor has accepted a position with the
Koberts & Leahy Mercantile Co.
The Lord.sburg

J

VALLEY VIEW
Mrs. J. W. Bills of Clifton is visiting her sisters Mesdanies Kerr

r.d a secondarv line was run from the
Lordsburg fower Company's plug. Sev
ral oí the bovs handled the stream
while all citizens turned out to mjve
goods from the buildings.
Mr3. Jacobs lost several hundred dol
ara in cash which was hid in the rear
f the bakery. Dr. Egon sulfered loss
es in destroyed store goods and furniture. The Star picture show roof was
burned and the floor slightly damaged
but the show will be resumed again

FOR SALE Overcoat, sightly
used ; cost $35, but will sacrifice for
che
$15. As good as new.
Tailor, Ownby Bldg., Main street.
William Davis is shipping a car
load of lead ore from his Lees' I'eak

six-roun-

g

Jl

vi

SUBSCRIPTION. 13 PER TEAR
SINGLE COPIES, TEN CENTS

26, 1915

Fire Sweeps Business Houses
But for ths timely notion of these
who volunteered to risk their ,hv
in
fighting the hot flames, it is possible
that an entire business block of .Lordsburg would have
swept away Wed
nestlay night. At about 7:45 o'clock the
lann was sour.c.ed when name were
seen rising irom the roof of Mrs. Ja-c- (
bs' bakery.
All Lordi;burg turned
out to assist in e nqurinp the tire that
had soon gained headway into Dr. E. J.
kRon.s niws sura and the btnr theatre
ly 9:15 the hre was exteniruisheu. lhe
total loss to all concerned is placed at
about 11,000.
lhe tire is beheved to have started
from a defected range in the bakery.
A strong wind was blowing at the time
and continued
the flames to
the buildings a joining.
At lirst it
seemed that thj entire block would go.
Owing to no systematic arrangement
lor connecting hose and playing the
ine, twenty n ñutes were lost befoie
water was soured. The Lspee hre
pump at the round house, saved the
builuinga with a high pressure stream

fant son.

Christmas

JIPip JL

If

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
High Grade Guaranteed Autos

$200.00 to $895.00

ON EASY PAYMENTS

re

Ñ.

COnDSB'L'RG.

IVl.M.SholJaberger

ME7.

V

e,

MING"
I Will Be In Lordsburg
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 29
To Do Any And All Kinds Of

SIGN

PAINTING

mm

minerston

Mc-Hun- e.

SCHOOL NOTES

The Lordsburg Pjublic School has
been closed this week while all the
teachers attended the New Mexico
iducational Association conven-io- n
at Abuquerque. Miss
whose efforts this year are
giving Lordsburg one of the best
terms in the history of the local
school, will make an address before the convention un "The Use
and Abuse of the Course of Study."
)thers of the Lord.sburg faculty
ill take part at the big gathering.
School will begin again Monday
morning. During the balance of
the year Miss Matilda Beam will
have charge of physical training
and drawing in all grades. Miss
Huggett expects to also establish a
;lass in music.
Plans are already being made for
the new hi;rh school which is to be
term. The
built by the 191G-1board is making a thorough investigation of the most logical plans
on which to build and before another year has passed Lordsburg
will doubtless have one of the finest
schools in the state.

DEALER

IN

Wall Paper & Paint : Deming, N. M.

Hug-2et- t,

7

watcnroruurfflgwspiays
iristmas Goods
Now en transit and when they arrive will comprise one of the
biggest Holiday Lines ever

brought to Lordsburg.
Put away that Mail Order Catalogue until "you see
our goods and compare prices.

You

can't go wrong by trading with

THE ROBERTS & LEAHY
MERCANTILE CO
(

LORDSHÜRO

INUOItPOKATKU

)

NEW

MEXICO

INC.

"WESTERN

WliSTH RNLI Blik AL
"

Fr

NEW MEXICO

V. Bush,

Editor and Owner.
Published Every Friday.

FOREIGN

HEWS TO DATE

Greece about to sign peace agree
ment with Bulgaria, Berlin learns.
The British hospital ship Anglla
was sunk by a mine In the English
III
channel. Three hundred men were
saved out of a total of SS5.
Efforts ere being made by Great
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF Britain,
France and Russia to include
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
China in the membership of the
entente now aligned against the GerTHE WORLD.
manic powers.
The body of Señor Herboso, the
Chilean minister, who died in Kioto,
WEEK
DURING THE PAST
arrived lu Tokio and was received
with honors such as are accorded to
guest of the nation.
Eight hundred thousand dollars In
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
gold, to be deposited In the San FranCONDENSED FOR BUSY
cisco subtreasury to meet certain war
PEOPLE.
expenses, went down with the Italian
liner Ancona, sunk by a submarine, ac
cording to advices from Rome.
Waaler Nswspaaer tTnlon Ttsite Servles,
At Kioto five beautiful Japanest
ABOUT THE WAR
maidens, peeresses of
realm
Russia to place additional million wearing rich and brilliantthekimonos
troops in field.
danced an ancient dance of old
Monastir In southern Serbia cap- Japan at a great state feast hclJ to
tured by Búlgara.
celebrate the coronation of Emperor
Italy prepares for formidable attack Yoshlhlto.
on Gorizia with 500,000 men.
Theodore Leschetitzky, teacher of
British capture 280 yards of Turk the piano and composer, Is dead at
Dresden at the age of
He lived
trenches on Gallipoli peninsula.
for many years at Vienna, but more
Russians claim to have repulsed recently
at a villa near Dresden. He
Germans on Dvlna and Ftyr rivers.
was the principal master of Paderew- Fighting In France confined to bom- skl.
bardments and explosion of mines.
With the formal foundation of the
pierce Russian line "Deutsche Gesellschaü fur Bovoelker-ung- s
on Styr river and take 1,000 prisonPolitlk." roughly translated, the
ers.
"German Society for Population In
Allies hold Important war council
crease," the efforts of a relatively
in Puris and decide on course in Balsmall body of men to check the decrease that has been noticeable In the
kans.
Italians still hammering uway at German birthrate for more than forty
Gorizia and making smnll gain each years, have at last won widespread
recognition.
day.
The official report of the investiga
Greek king may proclaim state of
siege, fearing plot by allies to over- tion into the sinking of the Italian
steamship Ancona by a submarine
throw lilm.
off the Tunisian coast. It was anTwelve
killed
and twenty-sevenounced, was sent to Thomas Nelson
wounded In Udlne, Italy, by Austrian Page,
the United States ambassador
aircraft bombs.
at Rome. The investigation reached
Two British gunboats and auxiliary the conclusion
that the submarine
cruisers sunk off Egyptian coast by fired a shell against the wireless ap
German submarines.
paratus on the Ancona without any
The Serbians have recaptured
warning.
taking 52(1 prisoners and large SPORTING NEWS
quantities of ammunition.
Jack Dillon knocked out Frank
The allies have practically admitted Farmer in
the fourth round of a
the loss of Serbia. The Serb army is scheduled
fight at Oshkosh,
surrounded on three sides.
Wis.
Premier Carp has announced that
The Northwestern Baseball League
Rumania will enter the war on the will be composed next year of Vancouside of the Germans in December.
ver, Seattle, Tacoma, Spokane, Butte
Serbs may make final stand on his- and" Helena, according to President
toric plain of Kossovo, where they Blewett.
lost independence to Turkey 500 years
Welker Cochran, the boy billiardist

HEW MEXICO PROGRESS

NEW MEXICO

PARAGRAPHS

As a means of defense why not ust
poison Ivy entanglement?

Attacks on trawlers ought to boo or
the sardine industry later on.
So far the Eeppelln has been thi
especial terror of noncombatants.

The only ship that will not sink li
the Justly popular "ship of the desert."
We have now th. sanitary peanut
But the old double-Jointesort taste
better.

The war Is in Its second year, and
there never was a more terrlbls
youngster of its age.
Water Is the greatest stuff ever
vented, but some folk never find
out unUl the next morning.

LIBERAL.

In-

It

One advsntage of
set automobile
race is due to the fact that the pedestrian knows what to expect.
An aggressive feminist wants to
know if women are people. Certain
Jy they are, and all kinds,
at that

It's a Boston Globe paragrapher who
says that the canceling of European
wheat orders "goes against the grain."
Milder remedies being advocated for
the wounded, perhaps the
boneset tea would help in ordinary
old-tim- e

fractures.

If it is true that mosquitoes are by
nature vegetarians, there are a whole
lot of abnormal insects in this part

of the country.

While the women are discussing the
possible return of the princess figure,
the men are going wearily over the
hank book figures.
A New York Judge

rules that a man
has the right to cuss all be pleases in
his own borne Even at that, a married man is a fool to do it.
London
announces that Queen
Amelle of Portugal is employed as a
war nurse. At last reports her son,
King Manuel, was out of work.

Scientists with a calm disregard for
the war in Europe continue their hunt
for burled cities, a harmless and instructive way to spend one's time.
Women of the future will be taller
and darker, says a scientist, and the
chubby blondes are prepared to assert
that be knows nothing whatever about

Austro-German-

a

l,

ten-roun- d

ago.

.

England has informed Hie Greek
government It must take a decided
stand. A blockade of Greek ports has
been declared.
it
England has issued an order in
The new sunspot that Is 45,000 miles council forbidding British subjects of
across Is some spot, but a tenspot in military age leaving the confines of
the hand Is better than a 45,000-mllthe empire without a special permit.
sunspot that is 95.000,000 miles disThe French have checked thé Bul
tant.
garian advance after a battle on the
Cerna river. The Germans and
Of course, an inveterate smoker can
however, are slowly pounding
save much by smoking five-cecigars their way into the heart of Serbia. '
if he can manage to keep their sparks
from burning up his four dollar linen WESTERN
shirts.
A fire, starting in a motion picture
house at llisbee, destroyed $(;,(mu
German Inventive skill Is said to worth of property.
have discovered a substitute for cotWar against the Industrial Workers
ton. It remains to be seen whether
was declared by Gov.
King Cotton can bo dethroned by a of the World
spry of I 'tali, before the
William
Pretender.
corpse of Joe Hillstroin, their leader,
Consider how much more graceful a legally executed by a firing squad,
woman looks when photographed hold- had hardly grown cold.
Shot through the heart while blinding a bow and arrow than she does
folded and strapped in a chair, Joseph
when photographed in the act of swatting a golf pill.
Hillstroin, 13 years old, poet and I.
,W. W. leader, convicted of murder;
A Chicago scientist Insists that men lng two men In January, 1914, was
are crazier than women. He might legally executed by the state at Salt
have added In excuse that women re- Lake City.
serve as' a special prerogative the
Judge Paul J. McCormick of the
right to drive men crazy.
Los Angeles Superior Court decided
The days of autumn Iobo some of that a married man may be held fitheir proverbial melancholy when it nancially liable for a promise to
is remembered that tbey put an end marry, and rendered a Judgment of
$2,000 In favor of Miss Fern Field, a
to the seashore bathing accidenta.
manicurist of Denver, against Vern
The processor who has carefully fig. Coats, son of a wealthy Long Beach
tired out that more than half of the family.
college girls never marry might be InA quarter of a million sturdy Filiterested In th j results now If he should pinos, 50,000 of them as thoroughly
do some figuring about the other girls. trained as any soldiers in the world,
would support the United States if
"People who are always looking for necessity arose, according
to Dr. P. J.
lot of Joy rides," ob- H. Farrell,
trouble miss
president of the Army and
serves the Cincinnati Times-Star- .
But Navy
conversely, people who aren't looking surgeonClub of Chicago and former
general of the army of tho
Joy
rides often miss a lot of trou- Philippines,
for
in an address at Chicago.
ble.
Aus-trian-

WASHINGTON

Parisian modistes are showing the
Champ Clark, speaker of the House,
winter fashions
When Paris stops told President Wilson
that he favored
its style creation then the war may a national defense program
within
be depended on to be getting serious reasonable limits.
For fashionable Paris
for France
Brig. Gen. Tanker H. Bliss, assistdies bard
ant chief of staff of the army, be
Europe ought to be a fine country came a major general upon the reafter a while for the American wooden- tirement of MaJ. Gen. William H.
-leg
trade We get business coming Carter. Col. John F. Morrison of the
and going. Send shrapnel to shoot off Fifteenth Infantry, now at Tientsin,
the legs and follow up with wooden China, will be promoted to be a brilegs as substitutes
gadier general, taking the place of
Gen. Bliss in the line.
The paragraphera are doing their
An affidavit by Dr. Cecile
awfullest with the report that General of New York, the only native
Mot has withdrawn from Haiti, but can survivor of the Italian li
most of them overlook the fact that cona, directly
contradicts tne
his name la French, so that Its proper Hungarian government's
offlci.
pronunciation weuld giv their puny ment
that the ship was not
puns a general blow
by the attacking submarine a
American children will get their stopped.
Twenty-fou- r
Hindus havi
Christmas gifts of toys an1 dolls
executed
and twenty-seveoth
Germany
now held up from
from
England It is a great relief to know fenced to servitude for life by
that war bolds off In some Instances ernrnentul commission at Lah
President Wilson went over
from such s useless sacrifice as makof his messages to Congress vi
ing the little ones unhappy.
cabinet
n

of Manson, Iowa, and George Slosson,
the New York veteran, won their
matches at New York In the 18.2

handicap billiard tournament.
August Weeghman,
of
father
Charles Weeghman, president of the
Chicago team of the Federal League,
committed suicide by cutting his
throat at his home In Chicago.
A flat guarantee
of $12,500
has
been offered to Freddie Welsh, lightweight champion of the world, for a
twenty-rounbout for the championship some time during the cattlemen's convention In Denver.
Ed Hanlon, owner of the Sioux City
baseball team, who has been acting
president, officially announced at
Omaha that he has received Norrls
"Tip" O'Neill's resignation as president of tile Western league and formally appointed Frank ('. Xehrung as
his successor.
d

GENERAL
A call for an extraordinary session
of the Illinois
Legislature to meet
Monday, Nov. 22, was issued by Governor Dunne.
The market production of sulphur
in the United States last year,
long tons, was the greatest in the
history of the industry.
r
An eight-hou- r
day at
pay
will be demanded by 350,000 United
States railroaders March 1, 191C, li
a referendum vote so orders.
Bills prohibiting publication of liq
uor advertisements in Georgia and Urn
iting the amount of liquor individual
may have shipped into the state, wen
passed by the lower House of the Leg
327,-C3- 4

ten-hou-

islature.

Mayors of about forty cities from
Maine to California have followed
the example of Mayor Mitchell
o.
New York, and have appointed com
mittees to
in national do

fense preparation.
The Rev. Father William Henry
Ironsides Reaney, chaplain in the
United States navy, who was with
Admiral Dewey in the battle of
Manila bay, died In a hospital in New
York of acute stomach trouble.
Crop conditions are said to be most
favorable in the territory eaBt of the
Rocky mountains. Although seeding
of wheat was unduly delayed In many
portions of the winter wheat belt on
account of wet weather the latter
part of September and the early part
of October, the warm and dry weather
later in tho month permitted good
progress in the work.

Buffalo,
treas-l-

lat- -

death
lan 20
on in
Com-n-

for

eresta
ins In
opera- Jto an--

STATE NEWS
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
COMINO BVSNTI.

Jan.

17-2-

Convention of Allanan, His
at Albuquerque.

Steina remains "dry" by a court
decree.
Gallup is to have a new $15,000 M
E. church.
The Ramon Abreu home near Santa
Fe was destroyed by fire.
There are now 411 prisoners In the
penitentiary at Santa Fe.
Cattle in Quay county have trebled
In number in three years.
The Artesia district chipped 133
cars of apples this season.
The new Ward school building iu
Clovis will be occupied Dec. 1.
Demlng Odd Fellows will erect a
new building for a lodge home.
Over 97,000 trout have been distributed in the streams of the state.
The Magdalena Rifle Club will hold
a turkey shoot on Thanksgiving.
Station facilities have been pro
vided by the C. & S. at Mt. Dora.
Fire destroyed 6,000 bales of hay
on the L. F. D. ranch east of Roswell.

Tucumcarl schools have an enrollment of 800, the record for the town.
The Portales creamery has opened
for business, as has alsc the one at
Demlng.

Extensive shipments of live stock
are being made from all parts of New
Mexico.

The Lake Arthur oil well is now
producing from twenty-fivto fifty
barrels dally.
Ralph Lane, train caller at San
Marcial, was held up, stripped and
robbed of his clothes.
The State Educational Association
expects to add 1.0U0 new members at
the Albuquerque meeting.
The Masonic lodge of Clovis has
purchased the building it has used as
lodge rooms for several years.
Agitation is under way for the paving of Main street, the principal business thoroughfare of Clovis.
H. L. Molton, formerly of El Dorado, Okla., was arrested and detained
in Clovis on a charge of bigamy.
Connections have been
lished between Taos and Ute Park
and Cimarron by the telephone com
e
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GOVERNOR

ISSUES THANKS
GIVING PROCLAMATION.

Executive Declares All Linea of In
dustry Hat Shown Great Advancement the Past Year.

Santa Fé. Governor McDonald
the following Thanksgiving proclamation :
"The war clouds of the world lower
darkly and the future appears dim
and uncertain in the eastern hemi
sphere. No one can foretell what the
harvest of death may finally bring
forth.
"In the sunshine of our state of
New Mexico the future is illumined
by our present prosperous conditions.
In all lines of industry the past year
has shown great advancement. In
education and the things that make
life better and of more worth, we
have made remarkable progress. Our
blessings have been manifold and our
disadvantages largely the Imaginings
of minds ill at ease, distorted by malice
or warped by the prejudice of preconceived notions not in accord with
the actual facts and conditions.
"Therefore, I, .William C. McDon
ild, governor of the state of New
.Mexico, do hereby designate, Thurs
day the Twenty-fiftof November as
Thanksgiving day.
"May our hearts bow in unison with
our heads on the altar of a peaceful,
l.appy state and nation, in praise and
thankfulness to an
Provi
dence. May the spirit of good cheer
pervade the homes of all and Impress
those blessed with plenty, that It Is
'better to give than to receive,' bo that
the homes of the poor and unfortunate may be made glad by the kind
thoughtfulness of their more pros
perous brothers and sisters."
h

e

New Mexico Soil Shows Versatility.
Albuquerque.
The Albuquerque
Commercial Club banquet was a notable one in the number of active resi-

b
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STANDARD FAMILY REMEDY

For Ordinary Crip;
For A 11 Catarrhal Conditions;
For Prevention of Colds.

Excellent Rcr.:dy

An

For The Convalescent;
For Thai Irregular Appetite;
For Weakened Digestion.

Western Newspaper Vnlon New Serviré.

dential farmers, ranchmen, miners
and business men of New Mexico assembled to celebrate the success of
the last few years' campaign of intensive methods of developing this
section of the great Southwest. Three
hundred plates were replenished from
a varied menu of edibles sown, raised
and "made In New Mexico" and bore
reliBhlng evidence of the varied soils
forming the valleys, the mesas, plateaus, foothills and mountain ranges
pany.
of this state, once thought only a
The New Mexico Military Academy pastoral, mineral and health resort
at Roswell has the only motorcycle country. A membership of 500 for
machine gun corps in the United the Commercial Club within the next
twelve months and a population of
States.
The merchants of Eddy County are 50,000 for the city of Albuquerque by
preparing to fight the raise in taxes 1920! These were the two objects
given many of them by the stale tax ietermiued upon by enthusiastic Albu- querqueans at the big
commission.
Fourteen cars of beets have been dinner.
shipped from Maxwell and they aro
Puts Up $10,000 for Fair Deficit.
now being loaded at the rate of two
Albuquerque. When Robert E. Put
cars a day.
ney accepted the office of president
George M. Sternberg, M. D., who of the State Fair Commission
he
secured the military sanitorium for pledged the governor and the people
Fort Bayard, died at his home in of New Mexico that there should be
Washington.
no deficit after the fair was over.
A Texas syndicate, it is said, Is en
In order to make good that pledge
deavoring to secure a lease of the Or- Mr. Putney wrote out his check for
tiz and San Pedro grants to put in approximately $10,000 to cover the
large numbers of stock to graze.
shortage In the accounts of this
Four hundred cars of apples will year's fair and sent in to Governor
be shipped from the Pecos valley this McDonald his report, accompanied by
year, in spite of the disastrous hail- tho detailed statement of the expert
storms which came out of season and accountants who audited the books of
damaged the crop to a very marked the commission.
degree.
Boy, Mistaken for Deer, Killed.
James A. Patten, the Chicago wheat
Demlng. Clayton C. Graham, 20
king, who has figured prominently in years of age, was shot and killed by
many large wheat corners In this a hunter who mistook him for a deer.
country, is a guest of W. H. Bartlett The accident occurred about
s
at the Bartlett ranch near Vermejo
of a mile from the ranch
Park.
home of Ed Hall, in the Nutt section.
Judge George R. Craig, of Albu
querque, has been appointed United
Two Women Die From Burns.
States commissioner to succeed the
Albuquerque. Two women who
late Major Whiting.
The Supreme Court has reversed lived in widely separated parts of
the Judgment against the defendants New Mexico were burned to death.
was liv
in the
Mountainalr "White Mrs. Mary Bingham, 70, who Clayton,
ing alone on her ranch near
Cap" cases, and the alleged assailants
of the woman, twice convicted, will be was burned by the explosion of a can
of gasoline. With a sheet wrapped
given another trial.
around her she waived a mile, seekBecause his brother-in-law- ,
Frank R. ing help, before she collapsed. Her
Rael, ran "away with his daughter,
Shaw, Jasper Shaw of Alamo, fingernails had been burned off and
Guadalupe county, has sworn out a the flesh dropped in pieces from her
warrant for Rael's arrest on a charge body. Mrs. J. J. Sanders, wife of an
of abduction. The girl is under 14 Otero county road commissioner,
was fatally burned when her home at
years of age.
With the exception of the case of Tularosa was destroyed by fire. Mrs.
the state against Juan Castillo, Sanders was unable to tell how the
charged with criminal assault against fire started.
his
daughter, Alexandra,
there were no important cases on the Juan Rodriguez Escapea from Sheriff.
criminal docket in San Miguel County
Roswell. Juan Rodriguez, who was
Court this term.
being tried for the murder of Marion
The drilling of two test wells for Cartwright, a prominent sheep man,
the state on state land near Palma, in escaped from the sheriff after
the northeastern corner of Torrance knocking him down. Sheriff Young
County, has been stopped by unknown was taking the prisoner back to the
persons throwing pieces of crowbars, jail after a night session of court,
pick beads, horseshoes and other iron when the latter suddenly attacked the
into the drill holes.
officer and ran in the darkness.
State Superintendent White is a
New Site for Reform School.
candidate for president of the New
Springer. The site for the new
Mexico Educational Association.
grounds and building of the New
The tearing down of the Old Bar- Mexico Reform School has been apracks building to make room for the proved by District Judge Leib, who
replica of the New-- Mexico building has jurisdiction over the affairs of
at San Diego will probably not begin the institution. The property conuntil the first of the year.
sisting of ninety acres of irrigable
Joe Mlrkovlch, a miner. Is in the land, situated about two miles from
hospital at Gardner, Colfax County, the city, baa been purchased from J.
In a critical condition as a result of a t. Abreu.
Plans for the new buildgunshot wound Inflicted by Pete
h
ing will be submitted by the archiand John Balzich,
fellow tect and ground will be broken for
i
miners.
the building Immediately.
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Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t,
the great kidney
remedy.
At druggists In Arty cent and
Sample
sises.
stse
dollar
bottle by Par-ePost, also pamphlet tellloc you a&aut
Co., Bingham- Dr.
Kilmer
It Address
ton, N. T., and enclose ten cents, aleo
mention this paper.
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phenomenon !
A man's idea of
another man who never loses a collar
button.
Dr. Pierce's Pellets ire best for liver,
bowels and stomach. One little Pellet for
a laxative three for a cathartic. Adv.

There is no more fallacious theory
than the one to the effect that one
man is as good as another.
Not Gray

Ilalra but Tire

Kyea

make us look older than we are. Keep your
Eyes young and you will look young. After
the Movies always Murine Your Kysa
Don't tell your age.

The Exception.'
"All the world loves a lover."
"Except the boss who is expected
to raise his salary on the wedding

day."

Important to Mother

Examine carefully every bottle of

CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for

Infants and children, and seo that it

Signature of
In Use For Over 30

ffU

Tear.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Cutoria
Scheme Didn't Work.
"I tipped every waiter in the dining
room," said the man at the summer

hotel.
"And thereby secured the beat of
attention?"
"No. The head waiter asserted his
authority and called a boycott. He
was Indignant because 1 didn't hold
out on the other boys and give all
the money to him."
His Lavish Linguipotence.
"Those sonorous sentences that tho
Hon. Bray Lowder rolls forth with
such an impressive wealth of masto- dontic pomposity and overpowering
orotundity "
"Yeah! Sounds like the water com
ing down at Lodore in McGuffey's old
Third Reader, doesn't it? The honorable keeps a large collection of portly platitudes preserved in glass Jars
for the obfuscation of the unthinking."
Kansas City Star.

Insulted the "Copper."
Through the busy streets a stal
wart policeman led a little child by
the hand.
A motherly looking woman panned
before them for a moment. Then, in
a sudden burst of sympathy, she bent
over the child and kissed her.
"Poor lamb!" she breathed sadlv.
"She looks so cold and starvedlike,
and she hasn't been washed for ;i
week. Some folks cannot be trusted
with children, wicked, cruel things
they are. Where did you find the child,
policeman?"
"Find the child, woman?" snarled
the policeman angrily. "I didn't find
her at all. She's my own kid!"
Gladness
life.

A

of heart adds length of

Powerful
Physique
Is a valuable
asset, but

Strength of body must be
combined with a healthy,
active mind, to make (or
success.
It is well established that
both body and brain are
nourished and rebuilt daily
from food each taking up the
particular elements required.

Grape-Nut- s
FOOD
made of wheat and malted
barley, supplies all the rich
nutriment of the grains, including the vital mineral
elements necessary for building stout bodies and active
brains.
Grape-Nut- s
food not only
supplies rich,
nourishment, but is delicious
and easy to digest.
well-balanc-

"There's a Reason"
sold by grocers.
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La casa de Ramón Abreu cerca de
Santa Fé fué destruida por un incendio.
El nuevo edificio
Ward Bera ocupado

This Is the first photograph to reach America showing the arrival of the allied expeditionary force at
for the relief of the Serbians. The boats loaded with British soldiers are about to be towed ashore.
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avenues were the principal residence
streets. J. P. Vincent was the president of the town company.
But the Missouri Pacific turned on
toward Hutchiuson and Stella remained a wheat field, and is yet
Ten miles southeast of Turon, 14
miles due west of Pretty Prairie and
13 miles south west of Arlington is
Iterado. In the center of Bell town-nhlis the natural market place of a
rich wheat country, but it is ten miles
from a railroad.
One time Lerado promised to become the second largest town in Reno
county, a fortune was won as Lerado
boomed, and lost as Lerado fell. Dr.
John A. Brady, a wealthy physician of
Louisville, Ky., came to Reno county
and platted Lerado, as head of the
Lerado Town company, in 1885. It
looked almost certain that Lerado
would be the junction point of two
railways, making it the big town cf
southwestern Reno.
The Missouri Pacific was building
west from Wichita, and had already
reached Andale. Its projected route
took it through Lerado. The Rock
Island was building southwest, and Its
route was surveyed through Lerado.
That waa to be the Junction of the
two roads. So certain was Doctor
Brady and the Lerado Town company
of getting both roads that when the
Rock Island asked the town for aid
bonds they were refused, the town
figuring the road would have to build
there anyway.
But the road didn't have to, and the
survey win switched, a sharp turn was
made at Arlington and the road veered
westward through Turon, and Lerado
was left ten miles off the road. And
then, as the climax of ill fortune. Jay
Gould was persuaded by L. A. Bigger
and other Hutchinson men to build the
road into Hutchinson.
Instead of Lerado being the Junction of two roads, it was left without
ttay at all. Town lots that had sold
for as high as $1,500 were not worth
the taxes. Doctor Brady lost bis for
and returned East broken
tun
hearted.
Lerado still exists on the map. There
p

de
de

diciembre.

is a country store there, and a church
and a rural school, but that Is about Much New Legislation Enacted in
Now Forgotten.
all. Tljere is not even a post office
Past Year.
now, a rural carrier from Penalosa
bringing the mail.
Someone could write a real drama
Shattered Ambitions and Rivalries of
about Riverside, the town that was Commissions Appointed to Study and
Ancient Days in Southern Kansas
finally swallowed by its hated rival
Prepare for Future Legislation-So- cial
Make a Story Stranger Than
Riverside was platted by J. E. Eaton
Betterment the General
Fiction.
and others in 1887, a mile east of the
Aim In Lawmaking.
town of Arlington. It was thought the
Hutchinson. Kan. More than
railroad would come through there
quarter of a century ago Frank W. when
Washington. Forty-fivBtate and
the Rock Island was built, inKnox had a vision of an exclusive resi- stead of through Arlington, but it territorial legislatures and the con
gress of the United States in 1916
dence district as a suburb of the then didn't.
booming city of Hutchinson. He platRiverside was platted as a preten- passed laws affecting children, acted Oakdale, on the top of the sand tious place. It covered a quarter sec- cording to the children's bureau which
hills, six miles northeast of Hutchin- tion of land, on the original plat, and has Just completed Its survey of such
son. Right on the top of the hills, there were Parade, Central, Missouri, legislation during the current year.
where there was a splendid view, Kansas, Nlnnescah, Grand, Martin, Special reference is made to the Im
plenty of fresh air and running springs Broadway,
Pennsylvania, Lookout, presslve bulk of children's laws and
of delicious water, it was an ideal Highland and EaBtern avenues. To- to the number of commissions ap
place for such a suburb.
day Riverside, or. a part of it, is the pointed to study and prepare for fu
Possibly Mr. Knox had hopes that east end of the incorporated city of ture legislation.
some day the city would grow out that Arlington, the former having taken
Arkansas, Florida nid Utah have
far. Anyway, he started numbering it in.
commissions to report on the needs of
New Jersey, a com
the streets in Oakdale at Twenty-firs- t
the
street, counting each section line bemission to prepare a state program
WIRE
SYSTEM
NEW
INVENTS
tween the city limits and his addition
for the reorganization of public care
as a street Oakdale is a sand hill pas
of defectives, dependents and delin
ture now. That is all it ever was. No Norwegian Perfects Method of Trans- quents; Missouri and New Hampshire.
mitting Number of Words Simulbody ever built there. But Mr. Knox
commissions on the needs of the
taneously.
still owns the land, the plat still stands
blind; Delaware, a commission on voand some of the county maps show the
cational education; Idaho, a commisLondon. The Morning Post's cor sion to report on the need for a mini"townsite of Oakdale" Just as It waB
telegraphs
respondent
at
Chrlutlanla
mum wage law; Florida and Indiana,
laid out in 1889.
Outside of the land men and ab that Fredrik Dahl, a Norwegian, has commissions on the need for mothers'
in several countries an ap- pensions; and California, a commis
stractors mere are probably not a patented permitting
paratus
the transmission sion to study social insurance.
i dozen people in Reno county who
f know that there is a town platted in of any number of words simultaneThe bureau says that the appoint
by an "automatic photographic
ment of these commissions indicates
the pasture adjoining Charles Oswald's ously
method. Experts, the correelectric"
a growing realization
benevolent
sand hill farm in Medora township, spondent says, have expressed
the intent cannot safely bethat
accepted as a
and half a mile west of the Rock opinion that the new system will revoIsland railway, at the Viles catalpa lutionize the present methods of tele substitute for the careful formulation
grove.
of statutes for social betterment. The
graphing.
subjects to which study is directed
Another phantom town in Reno
are all of immediate concern to chilcounty Is Stella. All there is left of
D. SPRECKELS. JR dren, and the states are thus fairly
Stella is the real estate, now a wheat MRS. JOHN
committed to the policy of selecting
field, three miles west of Haven and
and harmonizing provisions which
four southeast of Yoder.
lead plainly toward the collection and
The Stella Town company platted
codifying of all laws relating to chilthe town on what was thought to be
dren.
the route the Missouri Pacific would
As showing the great amount of
follow in building west through Reno
children's legislation, the bureau says
county. The town plat at the courtstates have amendthat twenty-sevehouse shows there was 15 acres in the
ed their provisions for dependent chiltownsite. Main and Grant streets
dren; eighteen have improved their
were intended to be the main business
treatment of Juvenile delinquents; six
thoroughfares and First and Second

Places Platted

do escuela
el primero

El Incendio destruyó 0,000 pacas da
heno en el rancho de L. K. I). al este

5

r
teen have strengthened their
law; fourteen have concerned
themselves with the needs of the mentally defective or
three
states and the District of Columbia
were added to those specifically per
mitting the use of public school build
ings as social centers and nine amended or for the first time passed a play
ground law, and four states passed a
model vital statistics law In which the
children's bureau is interested be
cause It considers complete birth reg
istration of fundamental Importance
to child welfare work.
A few of the forty-fivstates made
notable advances. Alabama, for ex
ample, whose legislature meets only
once In four years, enacted a new
child-labo- r
law, a compulsory school
attendance law, an excellent desertion
law and a state-wid- e
and
Juvenile court law. Florida remodeled
Its treatment of Juvenile delinquents.
recognized tho principle of compul
sory school attendance, passed the
model vital statistics law, and ap
pointed two of the state commissions
already referred to. Kansas estab
lished an Industrial commission to
regulate hours, wages and conditions
of work for women and minors, and a
division of child hygiene In the state
board of health; It also enacted a
playground law and a mothers' pen
child-labo-

feeble-minde-
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Metal Market Values.
Nw Mexico.
Lead, New York
En virtud de un decreto de corte Bar silver
Steins se queda "seca."
Spolter, St. Imilla
Hay ahora 411 presos en la peni- Copper, casting

tenciarla en Santa Vé.
Gallup va á tener una nueva iglesia
metodista episcopal de $15,000.
MAs de 97,000 truchas han sido distribuidas en los arroyos del estado.
El distrito de Artesla expidió 135
carros do manzanas esta estación.
Varias facilidades de estación han
sido proveídas por el C. & S. en Mt.

SOME DREAM TOWNS

t'nion

law.

The children's bureau has Included
In Its review the outlying territories
of the United States, and reporta
that AlHBka has forbidden the era
ployment of boys under sixteen underground in mines; Hawaii has
passed a curfew law for girls under
sixteen in Honolulu; the Philippines
have provided for dental clinics in
the schools and created a public wel
fare board to establish and maintain
This is a picture of Mrs. John D. social centers; and Porto Rico has
Spreckels, Jr., taken while she and passed a modern Juvenile court law.
her husband were on their recent
honeymoon.
Mrs. Spreckels was Miss
Bullet Wound Twice.
Sldld Wirt of Kansa City, daughter
St. Louis. Frank Dickmann. thirtyof the late Edward L. Wirt. While
studying for i career in grand opera eight years old, a clerk, living at 3743
she met "Jack" Spreckels, who In' California avenue. Is at the City hos
duced her to aoandon the life of a star pital suffering from two wounds mads
by one bullet at his borne.
for that of a wlfa.

Mexico

se está expidiendo grandes cantidades
de ganado.
Los

Demlng
Odd
de
Fellows
engiran un nuevo ediricio para su
casa de logia.
La lechería de Portales es abierta
para los negocios, como también lo
es la de Demlng.
El Club de Rifle de Magdalena
tendrá una partida de caza de pavos
el dfa de dar gracias.
11. L. Molton, antes de El Dorado,
Okla., fué arrestado y detenido en
Clovis acusado de bigamia.
El ganado en el condado de Quay
ha aumentado por mas de tres veces
su número de hace tres años.
Las escuelas de Tucumcarl tienen
una nómina de 800, que es un número
sin precedente para el pueblo.
La Asociación Educacional de Estado espera agregar 1.000 nuevos miembros al mitin de Albuquerque.
Se está produciendo cierto movimi
ento en favor del enlosado de la calle
Main, la míis importante de Clovis.
El pozo de petróleo de Lake Arthur

teléfonos.
ueorge M. Sternberg, M. D.. que
obtuvo el sanitario militar para el
fuerte Bayard, murió en su casa en
Washington.
Catorce carros de remolachu fueron
expedidos
de Maxwell y los están
cargando ahora sobre el pie de dos
carros al día.
El juez George R. Craig, de Albu
querque, fué nombrado administrador
de los Estados Unidos en sucesión al
difunto Comandante Whiting.
La Academia Militar de Nuevo Méx
ico en Roswell tiene el único cuerpo
de ametralladoras á motorclcleta que
se halle en los Estados Unidos.
James A. Patten, el rey del trigo
en Chicago, que ha hecho hablar
mucho de él en varias especulaciones
del grano en este pals, está visitando
á W. H. Bartlett en el rancho Ilart-let- t

cena

de Vermejo Purk.

La logia de francmasones de Clovis
compró el edificio que ha estado
usando como cuarteles de mítines por
varios silos.
La corte suprema cambió el juicio
en contra de los defensores en las
casos dichos de "Mountainair white
caps," y los asaltadores de la mujer,
condenados doa veces, serán juzgados
otra vez.
Joe Mirkovich, minero, está en el
hospital en Gurdner, condado do
en una condición bastante mala
á resultas de una herida de tiro dado
por sus compañeros de trabajo, Pete
KalovU li y John Bulzich.
La demolición del edificio de las
viejas rasernas con el fin de hacor
más especio para el duplicado del
edificio
de Nuevo Mexico en San
Diego probablemente no empezará
antes del primero del afio.
Con la excepción del caso de estado
en contra de Juan Castillo, acusado
de asalto criminal sobre su hija de
catorce años, Alexandra, no hubo
casos importantes en la órdeu del dfa
de la corte del coudado de San Miguel esta sesión.
excavación de dos pozos de Investigación para el estado en terrenos
de estado cerca de Palma, en el
rincón noreste del coudado de Torrance, fué interrumpida por personal
no conocidas que echaron partes de
rejas, picos, herraduras de caballo y
otras formas de hierro en los hoyos
de barrenas.
Un sindicado de Texas, so dice, está
procurando obtener un arrendamiento
de las concesiones de Orttz y San
Pedro con el objeto de usarlos como
campos de pasto para gran número de
Ruñado.
Col-fa-
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One of the most Important deals
that has been made in the Wallapai
district In some time was consummated by the taking over of the
Bethel and Silver mines by C. B. Bell
of Douglas and associates.
From Oat man, Arizona's new gold
camp, comes Information that contracts have been placed for the early
gasinstallation of a
oline hoist, to replace the
affair at present in un, and a
l
air compressor and inu'hlne
drills.
A Kingman special states that J.
Parke Chaiiniug of New York, chief
consulting engineer for the Adolph
Lewlssohn interests, which include the
Miami Consolidated mine at Miami,
and Richard Roelofs, general manager
of the famous Cresson mine at Cripple
Creek, are among the latest mining
men of wide fame to Investigate In
creasing mining activity in Mohave
County, particularly in the camp of
miles southwest
Oatman, twenty-si-

Méjico.
Ralph Lane, empleado al servicio
de trenes en San Marcial fué arresta
do por ladrones, que le robaron los
vestidos.
Las comunicaciones telefónicas han
sido restablecidas entre Taos y Ute
Park y Cimarron por la compañía da

nulo

S.

CAMP
ft 4th

.

Arizona.

está ahora produciendo de veinticinco
á cincuenta barriles todos los dfas.
El superintendente do estado White
es un candidato para presidente de la
Asociación
Educacional de Nuevo

V
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Wyoming.
A rich deposit of aluminum has been
found near Rlverton.
A number of Casper men are inter
ested in the Fremont County iron
mines.
There is said to be oil in paying
quantities on the Pease land, near
Basin.
A party of Manville men expect to
open a mica mine near that place In

the near future.
The Swastika OH Company shot
well No. 1 recently brought in at Grey-bulafter which it produced at the
rate of ten barrels an hour.
Henry Mead of Basin reports that
two wells have been brought in in
the Mead Addition, one with a small
rig which was drilling on a number
of lots owned by Basin parties and
another by the Northwestern Refin
ing Company, drilling on two lots
l,

owned by Mr. Mead.

BCtmrrics with vn.

PHILLIPS - BROWN CO.

AGENTS
Samson Iron Works
Stockton, Cal.
Manufacturar of the ranioui Satnaaa
the Bamnon Centrifugal Pumps,
and tha Samaon to Pull lraetaa
THE BEST 1ÍF&.. Co.

r SAX

a.

In.

Oil

LKANDRO,
ftaaollna Traotloo Enftnea. Staaaa Tra
BDKlnea, Gasoline Combined Harreatare.
team Combined Harvesters,
Horae Harveatere,
"BEST" FBKIOHTISa WA00W8.

WDKLITt PHRNIX FIRE INSURANCE?
OP NEW YORK.

ROCHK8TF.H-GEKMA-

VI RB

N

F

ROCHESTER. N. T.

VKNDOME HOTEL, LORDSBUR

"The Town with a Futurel"
New Mexico.
Zinc production In New Mexico will
reach the million dollar mark this

year.
"The

mining industry in Grant
County is better today than it ever
was," declared State Senator ,W. B.
Walton.
The discovery of tungsten ore in
the White Oaks and other districts of
Lincoln County has given new life to
several mining ventures.
A preliminary test of the flow of
the oil In the well three miles north
west of Lake Arthur shows results
which are very satisfying to the
owners.
A number of mining properties have
been transferred at White Oaks the
past week, an eastern corporation
headed by Richard Wlghtman becom
ing the owners. Included in the deal
are the Wild Cat Leasing Company's
mines, the North and South Home
stakes, also mlllsite and water rights
owned by the same company; the Old
Abe, including its various holdings
and also the Wilson property, consist
ing of the Miners' Cabin and Silver
Cliff lodes.
Colorado.
Idaho Springs miners are spreading
out, getting ready for a "forward

pass."
As to silver Washington reports the
receipts of requests for $,000,000 In
silver coins where only $1,000,000 was
required last year In connection with
harvesting.
Lessees on the fifth level of the
Isabella mine at Colorado Springs
t
vein showing
have opened a
streaks of sylvanlte and gold worth
up to $824 per ton.
At the Oneida Stagg Mining and
Milling Company, at Freeland, flv
miles from Idaho Springs, there Is an
eight-cel- l
flotation machine of spccla
design which has replaced the cyanide
treatment.
A new flotation installation In suc
cessful operation In the Mary Murphy
mine, near St. Elmo, Chaffee County
ma
consists of a twelve-cel- l
chine treating slimes from the wet
crushing mill. The ore is a
lead-zincombination, and heretofore
the values In sliine have been diffi
cult to recover.
In tho Cripple Creek district Hugh
Parsons and William VetterB, lessees
from the ('. O. D. Mining and Development Company, operating at the tenth
or bottom level of the C. O. D. mine in
Poverty gulch, have made a rich
strike, three grab samples of the ore
showing values as follows:
No.
$216 per ton; No. 2, $124 per ton; No.
3, $200 to the ton.
At Ouray It is reported that the
Mountain King Mining Company has
opened up a lead-zinore body measuring from four to five feet in width.

JONES PAYS THE FREIGHT
BUT MONUMENTS BT MArt,
SAVE 10 TO 20 PER CENT

Writ for Drawing and Prices
E. A. Jones, Roswell, N. M.

Assayer and Chemist
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Civil & Mining Engineer
SILVER CITY. N. M.
Periodical trip marie to Lordtbura;
and vicinity.
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ATTORNEY AT LAW
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M. M. CROCKER. M. D.
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Sulphuric Acid
Made from the celebra'ed Cllftoa
Free from Antimony and Ar
enic.
HlliH F.t.rCTRHAI. ENERGY.
Gives more satisfactory resulta 1b
Reduction Works than ai.y C'hemlcall
ta i he market,
A Inni; frflj;ti
haul Raved to tin
consumers In both stales Arizona
and New Me.
Trices in competition with tha
Ea-sl em Markets.

Ore.

Copper Co.
Arizona
CL1KTON. ARIZONA.
FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS.
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"Hey, kid, what's the matter?" NEW MEXICO NEEDS ITS
YOUNG FOLKS SAYS REID
"I can't get the bridle over his
Albuquerque, N. M., Nov. 15
head. His ears are frozen," came
'The New Mexico State University
VPJUL Gvtraa back the reply.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1915
s as good as any in the country.
like
Beethoven's 3o are the other New Mexico edu"Do you
works?" she inquired brightly.
Patronize
cational institutions.
PUBL1SHKD r'KIDAYS.
"Never visited them, he replied. them. Send your children to them.
FORMS CLOSE THURSDAY EVENING
What does he manufacture?"
You pay for their maintenance, get
Entered at the Port Ofrtee at Lordnbunr. New
the
benefits they are equipped and
Mail
Matter
Second
Class
Mateo, at
Overheard in Deming: "Here, vnxious to give. It will pay you,
For the benefit of the miners I vou'll have to take this steak back." your children and the state."
Br FAR18 V. BUSH,
"Sorry sir, but I can't do it, now.
am telling this one. It may not be
Editor and Owner
This was the statement made by
so, but I have no authority to doubt You have got it all bent."
Captain W. C. Reid, general attorPRICES
SUBSCRIPTION
its authenticity, so here goes:
ney for the Santa Fe railway at
1.00
She was a new arrival in New the twenty-fiftThree Month
Jim Jackson, superintendent of
anniversary bana
approached
timidly
Months
Six
sent two natives from Mexico and
Commer-:ia- l
quet
Albuquerque
of
the
00 the 85 mines,
On Year
Finally
cowboy.
she
Mexico down to the 400 foot level real tame
percent
of
Club
"Fifty
here.
Subscription Always Payable in Advance.
to do some work in a new drift. gathered up courage enough to the boys and girls sent out of New
long
does
purpose
that
ask,
"What
They worked for about a week with
Mexico to other states for their
hand drills, when Mr. Jackson de rope serve which is hanging on education never come back," said
your
i
saddle
When you pull down the town in cided to give them a power hamCapt. Reid. "They are a dead loss
'Why, we use that rope to eaten to New Mexico; and a loss of our
which is your home, you are mer, commonly known as a Jack
response.
cattle, madam," was the
pulling down yourself, and when Hammer according to Mr.
most
asset; which is
"Well, what kind of bait do you young valuable
of Ingersoll-Rand'you build up, you build up yourself
people trained under our
naively
asked.
employ?"
she
ban"Tomorrow," said Jim to his
and your neighbor. Try and
conditions, in our atmosphere, and
ish from your mind the mistaken men, "I am going to send down a
with our resources, who are fami
you
a
live
tell
How
can
auicklv
idea that all good things are aN lack Hammer to help you out." Af- - town from a dead one by simply liar with New Mexico's needs and
ways off in some other locality. .er which the Mexicans went into ooking over its newspaper. A how to meet them."
Give your town all the praise it can :onsultation.
Captain Reid's subject was the
oor skim milk sort of a newspaper
"I sabe Jack Heather, Jack John
legitimately bear. It certainly will
development of New Mexico and
advertisements,
small
a
few
vith
do you no harm and will cost you on and 'Jack' Eckert," said one,
to get it. He urged as essenthose looking as though they how
nothing; and above all patronize 'but who are this hombre Jack ind
a tial a state resources survey which
betokens
price,
at
half
.vere
run
your home institutions including Hammer?"
as sure as a corpse would be able to compile accurate,
"Quien sabe," came back the lead townajust
the printing office.
data for the information
funeral,
while a good, thorough
ither, "must be one striker from ndicates
No
fill-i- d of capital seeking investment.
newspaper,
ively,
Clifton."
development would come
CHURCH ADVERTISING
with good, fresh ads, and dis great
without this
information,
he
Why shouldn't churches adverWalter Chesser was called upon mayed locals, shows that the town thought, and he believed the best
tise their Sunday services, and ast week to mix two pousae cafes,
prospering ana thriving, it vay to get it was through a survey
meetings, and their le did so with all the mixologists never fails.
k
their
conducted by the university and
socials and other public affairs? skill he possesses and got together
the technical schools of the state,
(and
attending
If they are worth
ibout nine excellent colors. He IMPORTANT RULING OF
they are) they are surely worth the ;et the drink out before his
LAND OFFICE RECEIVED
Bradstreets reports that only
expenditure of a dollar or so in
who demanded a spoon, and
Fe An important land of three per cent of those who
go into
bringing them to the attention of leliberately stirred up the colors ficeSanta
by
ruling
received
been
has
all the people. We are strongly of nto a hue resembling mud. Wal the local land office from Washing business for themselves are sue
the opinion that if all churcht'f ar says that someone is always ton. Hereafter notice for rehear cessl'ul.
v.'OiiM contract for a display spact
dking the joy out of life.
ing before the secretary of the in- No. 8880
in their paper, as they do in
must be filed within thirty
Report of the Condition of the
each week, and then an
I was talking to a lady from terior
receipt of notice of the
NATIONAL BANK
FIRST
nounce their subjects for sermons Juncan the other day. She wanted days aftercomplained
of, and will At Lordsburg, in the State of New Mexio. at
decision
with a key to their import, and apie to help "manage" her husband
close
the
busincs, on Nov. 10th, 1915.
of
decision
of
the
supersedas
a
as
plication to current events, togeth- .'he case as presented the jury ict
RESOURCES
by the sec- directed
otherwise
intil
any
special
1. a Loan and discounts
featuret vas: Said husband came down to
er with
other
$223,804.61
mo
The
interior.
of
etarv
the
2.
Overdrafts,
unsecured,
1,689.18
of the day, there would be a great
,ordsburg too often and came tions, briefs and arguments must
U.
S.
Bonds:
er interest taken in church affairs, íome not enough and when he did not be served on the opposite party
U. S. Bonds deposl
with a consequent increase in at t was no sieht for the neighbors
ited to secure circusent direct to Washington. If
tendance and financial receipts. ,o see. Could nothing be done to but
lation (par value) .$25,000.00
not
the
shown
grounds
are
roper
U. S. Bonds pledged
fiftj
they
were
not
as
are
Times
home?
him
at
sent
rehearing will be denied and
to secure postal savyears ago, and the chiirch that ieen
you made your home at o the files of the general land of"Have
ings deposits (par valwould fill its pews must adopt ractive : I asked.
ue)
1,000.00
fice whereupon the commissioner
modern methods of keeping in
she replied, "I have vill execute the decision therefore
I?"
"Have
Total U. S. Bonds
26,000.00
touch with the people. Publicity aken up the parlor carpet, put
endered. In applications for con- 6. Subscription to Stock of
will do it.
awdust on the floor, brass rail test, the statements made must be
of Federal
Reserve
nsrs along the walls and empty
$ 8,200.00
Bank
orroborated by the affidavit of at
Less amount unpaid
1,600.00
1,600.00
If the reader wants to settle in a eer barrels on the sidewalk, but 'east one witness having such pere
community, all ht t don't do a bit of good."
sonal knowledge of the facts in
7. a Value of Banking House
5,200.00
has to do is to look at the loca,
to the contested entry as, if 8.
and Fixtures
2.800.00
Several weeks ago as I linger proven, would render it subject to 10. Furniture
well
newspapers. A
Net amount due from
;d
of
the Peace
about Justice
supported home newspaper is al
Reserve Bank $ 4,000.00
and these facts must 11.Federal
a Net amount due from
court, Constable Allen cancellation
ways associated with good schools,
in
be
set
affidavit.
forth
the
approved
Reserve agents$ 6,574.60
churches, active business, and in irought in a prisoner charged with
and incumbrancers 12. Net amount due from
telligent people. It never fails. Nc disturbing the peace and some-hin- g of Transferees
and
bankers
land title to which is claimed or banks
stronger than seltzer.
(other than Included in
business man or pioneer in an
process
is
acquisition
in
of
under
ask-j10
d
11)
or
4,687.9
doing
here,"
you
community makes any better in
"What are
any public transfer or incumbrance 15. a Outside checks or
the J. P.
vestment than in the support of a
other cash items
121.80
"At present I am just circulat- 'n the district land office be given
home newspaper.
r ractionnl currency,
the same notice of any contest or
ing around here for a spell."
nickelB and cents
138.66
"Oscar," said the judge, "please other proceeding' thereafter had 6. Notes of other NationThe dogs of war are turning out
Banks
1,700.00
mt down in your note book that affecting such land which is re- 18.al Coin
to be nothing but curs.
and Certificates
his gentleman has retired from quired to be given the original
(Lawful money reserve
or claimant and every nonrculation for about ten days."
Encourage the hent
20,439.76
in bank)
87,607.68
tice of transfer must be made a
Roin
down
20.
Redemption
They
me
fund with U. S.
tell
that
matter of record in the land office.
The more one studies govern
Treasurer (not more than 6 per
ment the more evident it becomes deo, whisky may now be obtained
cent
circulation)
of
Playas,
A
E. R. Williams of
was a U. S. Treasurer and due from
that its ultimate success depends )nly for cases of illness.
60.00
Lordsburg
to
of the
last
the
of
one
visitor
the
traveling
said
man
that
upon
mainly
the moral character
is
Mr.
at
week.
Williams
constable
refreshment
in
the
TOTAL
rushed
natives
.$298.661.42
and intellectual attainments of the
Playas and is the owner of some
LIABILITIES
emporium, slammed down a
individual.
$ 85,000.00
Stock paid In
demijohn, and cried: "Fill excellent farming and grazing 24. Capital
Surplus Fund
17,600.00
He is one of the Playas
land.
$ 9,029.00
Undivided Profita
The least decoration is the best 'er up, Jim, the baby's got the boosters
bringing
Playas
who
are
Expenscolic."
Less
Current
in
When
taste in clothes.
doubt
es, interest
and
into prominence as a farming,
omit everything.
taxes paid
8,170.90
6.858.10
Love Jones has a new boy work- grazing and oil center. Mr. Wil
Riggs
oil
liams
stated
the
Lordsburg
that
ing
over
at
the
him
for
The cows of the next generation
27. Circulating Notes Outstanding..
will not permit a fat woman to corral. Said boy is none too ener- drilliing outfit has encountered a 30. Due to Banks and Bankers
very encouraging seep and was Demand Deposits :
getic and when a Gold Hill
wear red.
Individual Deposits
called for his horse3 the down 900 feet at the present time 82.subject
to check
$174,868.17
other morning before the sun was using a 500 foot capacity rig. A 83. Certificates
of DeposIn spite of all our game laws up the young gentleman was too new outfit has been ordered from
it due in less than 80
there are only 350 antelope left lazy to light his lantern.
By Douglas, Ariz., and the company
days
8,066.11
84. Cashier's Checks Outin the state of New Mexico. These mistake he got into a corral where will continue to develop their prostanding
4,880.19
few are broken up into about Mr. Burns had previously lodged a perty. Some of the first oil sand
Demand Deposits'.
twelve scattered herds. There are cow. Alter a long spen oi impa- has been sent to the Smithsonian Total
Items 32, S3, 84, 85,
not over twenty head of mountain tient waiting the cowboy yelled: institution.
86, 87, 88 and 89
187,767.17
sheep in the entire state.
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What a splendid logan of the hour! What ft
itriking WARNING against SHIFTLESSNESS in our aauy
HEED IT. It' a warning, among other things, againu
life!

OAFETY FIRST!"

WASTEFULNESS and CARELESSNESS in MONEY MATTERS. Friend,
Don't live BEYOND your meant
play SAFE with your INCOME.
Put something away for the COMFORT of the FUTURE. Put it where
BANK IT WITH US.
it will be SATE nd EARN you INTEREST

well-print-

mid-wee-

cus-;ome-

Lords-brug-

FIRST NAT'L BANK OF LORDSBURG
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Steam Heat. Hot. and Cold Water. Electric Hunts.
PRIVATE BATHS. REASONAHLE RATKS

I

taurant Adjoining

Central Location
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Don't Read This

!

If you don't want to know about
our complete line of Wines
and Liquors. The best
stock in town.
GET YOUR SUPPLY NOW

Chilly cold Keg Beer with crisp ice beads
on the glass. On Tap at all times. The
price of Copper may be high but he price
of our wines, liquors and cigars is low.

THE CLIFTON BAR
J. S. BROWN, Proprietor.

cow-ounch- er

"Lady Eglantive's" record of 314
eggs in 365 days has been broken.
"Queen Elizabeth" hangs up the
marvelous record of an egg a day
for 343 days. She is a small Black
Minorca bird bearing a trace of
Rhode Lsland Red.

Time Deposits, (payable after 80 days, or
subject to 30 days' or more notice) :
40. Certificates of Deposit
$22,481.16

She Knows What She Wants

Sayings of great women:
"I
realize that patriotism is not
enough. I must have no hatred or
bitterness toward any one" Miss
Edith Cavell.

well informed housekeeper
objects to the use of alum in
food. She might read in an advertisement or be told that it

Sayings of the soothsayer:
Don't give a hungry man advice,
feed him."

used, but in the end she would
merely ask, "Do you mean to say
that these baking powders con-

Obstacles are only made to be
overcome.

Chicago has no more "blue
days." Why?

Mon-

The average working life of a
locomotive engineer is only eleven
years.
"There Is nothing so unlawful
as law and nothing so unjust as
justice," says a friend. Is this the
truth, or mere biliousness?
Swat the hyphen!
The next congress will concern
itself chiefly with the two questions of preparedness and revenue.
The end cannot be far off in the
Mexican trouble. Cuba has recognized the new Carranza government.
Edison met Luther Burbank on
his recent visit to the Pacific coast.
"I would rather meet you than any
man in the world," said the great
inventor.

The

was

all right in the quantities

tain

alum?"

If the

$298,661.42
TOTAL
STATE OF NEW MEXICO. COUNTY OF
GRANT, as.
I, Frank R. Coon, cashier of the abova
named Bank, do solemnly awear that the above
statement ta true to the bent of my knowl
edge and belief.
Frank R. Coon, Cashier.
Correct Attest :
John Robson
H. J. McGrath
W. H. Small
Directors.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 17th
day of November, 1916.
Robert M. Reynolds,
Notary Public.

it.

that

Feed

cream

B

raising

cake and biscuit, and she
wants a baking powder made of
cream' of tartar, like Dr. Price's.

&

Livery Stable

Hrrl.njr ntnok rlron trood attention.
TiuuHlVrniitr and riru)net
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Dr. R. E. BUVENS
DENTAL 8UJWK0N.
Office:

J

Brown Block
Pyramid St.

I

Permanently Located.

l

LOUDSHUHO, NEW MEXICO.
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of supplies and

at all times.

See Scott about Fords

either

DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING P0WDEP
Made from Cream of Tartar

Roadsters: $440.05
Touring Cars: $490.03

Daily Stage Line Between Lordsburg, Tyrone
and Silver City. Save Time and Money.

This conclusion is the result'

her own or her mother's, of the
opinions of the highest authorities on hygiene and home cooking.
The prudent housekeeper looks
at the ingredients printed on the
label. She knows, what she wants.

A New Supply

cessories

JOKES & BURNS

of tartar has always been accepted
as the most wholesome product for

of unconscious absorption,

1915 Model Cars

A full and complete line

Why?

Because she knows

SCOTT'S GARAGE

F. O. B. Lordsburg

answer, however quali-

fied, were in the affirmative,
that would be enough. She would
not buy

The New Ford Agency
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Office
at Las Cruces. N. M., November , 1916.
Notice is hereby riven that Jesse Arnold
Cason, Jr.. of Walnut Wells, N. M.. who, on
October 21. 1912, made homestead entry No.
07677, for SWVt Sec. 8. T 2 8.. R 1 W.. N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make final three year proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before M. L.
Massey, U. 8. Commissioner, at Walnut Wtlla,
N. M., on the 21st day of December, 19 la.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W. D. Krebaum, J. A. Dea ton. Frank Kee-to- n.
Earnest Jackson, all of Walnut Wells,
N. M.
19
Doc.17
Nov.
John. L. Burnslde,
Register.

REALTY BARGAINS

Redrock ranch: 40 acres under
big ditch. In cultivation. House
and windmill. A paying; proposition. For sale at $2,500.00. Terms.
F. V. .ush, at Western Liberal
80 acres patented land within a
mile of Lordsburg.
Brick house
and improved property.
$3,000.
See sample of crop at Western Lib-

eral office.
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MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL SO.
uijiinti.
United Stntes Lnnd Office, I.na Cruces
New Mexico, November 8, 191.
Notice Is hereby Riven that 85 Mining.
Company, a corporation, by A. J. Inderrieden. Us attorney In fact, whose postoffice address Is l.orilshurg. Now Mexico
nna made application Tor a United
for Die RoCKKoRD lode milium
claim, Mineral Survey No. 1595, situate
Minnie District. County ot
in VirRinla
Grant and State of New Mexico, covering
627.70 ft. of the Rocklord lode In a direction 8. 72 38' W. from the discovery shaft
and 65 ft thereof In a direction N. 72'
18
E. therefioin to a po.nl on lino
which is N. 21 49' W. 300 ft. from Cor.
No. 2. and situate In the 8E. and 8.W. "4
of Sec. 12, T. 2J 8.. K.
W.. N. M. P. II. &
!., and more particularly
described a
,'ollows :
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a porphyry
tone, 5xl2.14 Ins. above gtound, chiseled
on top and
and
which the E. 14 Cor. Soc. 12, T. 23 8., R. 1!
W., N. M. P. U. & M., bears N. 66 52' E
2899 49 ft. (list , ami ruunliiK thence 8. 24'
49' E.
feet to Cor. No. 2 them e H
72 38' W. 682.70 foot to Cor. No. 3 ; thence
N. 24 49' W. 69S.70 feet to Cor. No. 4 ;
ihence N. 8(T 17' 10. 2i 15 feet to Cor. No
3 ; thonce N. 76" 44' 10. 478 leot to Cor. No.
1, the place of beguiling
containing, exlode
clusive o' Its conflict with
Survey No. 14,10. Nlnoty-ninlode. Survey No 14:10, Nevada lode. Survey No
1341, and Conistock No.
lode, unsurveyed
exclusive of Its conflict with E.uernltl
lode. Survey No. 1430. 7.554 acres.
The location notice of this claim Is o'
record In the ofiice of the County Clerk
of Grant County, New Mexico, at pane
j95 In Book 29 of Mining locations, and an
amendatory location nntice thereof Is of
record In said office i. pages 61 and 62
in Book 30 of Mining Locations.
This claim Is adjoined on the North by
lode, Survey No 1430.
tha Ninety-nin- e
with which It conflicts, and the Dundee
lode. Survey No. 1284 on the East by the
Nevada lode. Survey No. 1431. with which
it conflicts ; on the South by the Comstock
No. 1 lode, unsurveyed, with which It conflicts, and on the West by the Emerald
lode, Survey No. 1430. with which it conflicts, and the Mohuk lode, Survey No.
1430.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE.
Register.
First Publication, Nov. 19.
Last Publication, Janunry 14.
MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO.
01I(17.
United States Lnnd AJffice, Lns Cruces.
New Mexico, November 8, 1915.
Notice Is hereby given that 85 Mining
Company, a corporation, by A. J.
its attorney in fact, who.-i- posiof-flc- e
address Íh Lordsburg. New Mexico,
has made application for a United SUUes
lode mining
patent for the OAKLAND
claim. Mineral Survey No. 1597, situate in
Virginia Mining District. County of Grant
and State of New Mexico, cover.ng 5 ft.
of the Oakland lode in a direction N. 67'
24' E. from the discovery Hlmfi and 1494. OS
ft. thereof in a direction S. CI" 24' W.
and
therefrom, to the center of line
situate in the SE'A and the SVV'i Sec. 12
and the NEy Soc. 13. T. 23 S., H. 19 W.,
N. M. P. 11. & M., and more particularly
described as follows:
Beginning at Cor. No. 1. a porphyry
rock 7x7x'J4 ins., set 12 ins. In the ground,
fro:n which
chiseled X on top and
the E. 14 Cor. Sec. 12, T. 23 S., H. 19 W.,
44' E.
N. M. P. B. & M. bears N. At
2230.50 ft. dist., and running
thence S.
32" 55' E. 571.08 feet to Cor. No. 2; theme
45' YV. 82.N3 leet to Co.-- No. 3;
S. fit
thence S 67s 24' W. 66 22 feet to Cor. No.
4 ;
thence N. 32 55' W. (U9.8 feet to
No. 5; thence N. 67 21' E. 1199 3 feet to
Cor No 1. the place of beginning containing, exclusive of its conflict with Nevada
lode. Survey No 14:tl ; Hock ford ioU Survey No. 1595, exclusive of Ita coi.ilict with
Nevada lode. Survey No. 1431. ;t;id
IolIu. unsurveyed. 14 .'4 acres.
No.
The location noLit e of this c a.m is of
record In the o.fice of the Cou.uy Clerk2(i
of Grant County, New Mexico, a. pane
in Book 3l of Mining Location; and an
amendatory location notice of w.ilch is of
record in said office at page 12ú in Book
30 of Mining Locations.
This claim is adjoined on the North by
the Rock ford lode. Survey No. i .95, and
h
Nevada lod!. SurviTV No. llil. with
boih of which it conflicts, and on .he1 West
lode,
and South by the Conistock, No
unsurveyed. with which it conf, cts. No
othe: adjoining or conflicting claima

''

the Conistock No. S and ComMock No. MINERAL APTIICATION RE RIAL NO. MINERAL APPLICATION RFltlAL H
both tnmui ve ed, with both of
iai;;.
IÍH7S.
.htch It conflicts. No other adjoining or ITnlted KtateH Lnnd office, I.ns Cruces, United Ptates Land office. ími Cruces,
FARI3 V. BUSH
New Mexico, November 8. 191.'.
onfhctlng claims known.
New Mexico. November 8, 1915.
Notice in hereby (riven that 85 MlnlnR
JOHN I j. BURNSIDE.
Notice is hereby given that 8. Mining-Cnpany, a corporation, by Ar J. Inder- Register. Company, a corporation, by A. J.
7irst Publlrntion, Nov. 19.
UNITED STATES COMMISSIONERS
LdVst Publication, January 14.
lis attorney iti fact, whose fMiitof-f.c- r:cden, its attorney In fact, whose postnildri'im is Rirdsbuig, New Mexico, office address Is Iirdsburg. New Mexico,
has made application for a United States has made application for a United StnteJ
iIINEKAL APPLICATION HE RIAL NO. patent
Lnrrtabarg, N. M.
lor the WINCH KSTKIl hu e min- nn'ent for the KXCKLSIOK lode minina:
Ol074.
claim. Mineral Survey No. Iiil4. sim- claim. Mineral Survey No. 1612. situate In
S
.Inftnd
ateP Land Office, Ins Cruces. ing In
V.riTiiua Mining Ibstnel, Co inty o.
ule
irginia Alimng District, ( ouulv of
Land business carefullv transact
N íw Mexico, November 8, 19b.
Irant ami S ate of New Mexico, covering
rnnt and State of New Mexico, eoverina- Contractor and Builder
Notice Is hereby given that 85 Min'ng i14:15
ed
Reasonable tVes. Maps av- - y
10:M1 feet of ine Kxcelslor
ft. of Ine W.nchcster lode in l. direclode In a diree- Company,
A.
by
a
J.
corporation,
X
atiabe. Loe i ted In Lihekal of
tion N. 53" 2 i' 10. from the discovery shaft
inn 8. 4" 30' R from the center of the
Ita attorney in fact, whose
Flans and Estimating Tree
(Ice.
5.1
K.
liRcovety
ft.
mil
In
a
6
thereof
170
ii.
ft. thereof In a
cut and
rection
nddiexs is !nb:burg. New Aloto 'oN. 4" 30' W. therefrom to the cen
to the center of lino
ias made application for a United H ates and W. therefrom
In
11
situate
of
line
ter
Sec.
the
SIO'4
the
and
and situate in the NW. and
intent for the CAFMO lode mining claim, NIO'4 .Kmc. 14, T. 3 8.. 11. 19 W., N Al. 1'
hi or Sec. 13. T. 23 8, It.
W., N. M.
Brick, Concrete and all Classes
lincral Survey No. Km5. sitúalo In
&
mo,
&
1.
M.,
H.
nml
Ai..
P.
e
particularly
more jmrtjcuUirly described
and
dtscr.bed
Mining District, County of Grant
of Construction Work.
follows:
as follows:
md S;ale of New Mexico, covering 1M43 as KegiiimiiK
nt Cor. No. 1, a granite stone
Icginning at Cor. No. 1. a ounrtz stone.
t. of hu Cafe lode In a direction S. 53'
ANDREWS
WHITE
W from the discovery sh.H't and 5 ft. Sxlo Ins. showing 8 Ins. nnove ground 6xl024 Ins.. set 14 Ins. In the ground.
top
Attorneys lit Law
chiseled
on
on top and
chiseled
from
and
fro:n which
thore-Vo'In
20'
53"
N.
E.
a direction
hereof
the 10. 14 Cor. Sec. 14. T. 24 8., K ,he R 14 Cor. 8ec. 14. T. 23 8., It. 19 W.,
to the center of line
WASHINGTON LOAN it TRUST BUILDING
and situate winch
9 W., N. M. 1'. 11. A ,M
N. M. P. 11. A M.. bears N S3" 2.1' W .
32
39"
8
bears
13
14.
n
Soc.
Soc.
and
the
the.NW'4
NE4
WARHINCTON, D. C.
633.84 feet (list., and running thence N. 85
i 23 S, It 19 W., N. M, P. B. A M., and R 2211.60 ft., and running thence N. 21'
.0' W. 620 hi feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thence
special attention to public Land and Mining ens- iv boo leot to t or. No. 2: thence N.
iioro particularly rlesTibcd as follows:
N,
10.
53"
1" 30' W.. 1260 feet to Cor. No. 3: thence
20'
l.iiitl
to
Cor.
No.
feet
8:
before the General Land office and. Interior
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a porphyry .lien.e S. 2'." 50' 10 620 68
S. 85 30' W., 6oo feet to Cor. No 4 ; thence
to
No
Cor.
feet
14
HxlMx2t
Ins.
In
sot
ground
ins.
done.
the
FOR
Department.
INVENTIONS
PATENTS
I; thence S. 53' 20' V. 1500 feci to Cor d. 4" 3o' R 1260 feet to Cor. No. 1. the
on top and
(05, from which No
hiseled
I. the place of beginning, containing
lince of beginning, containing, exclusive
he E.
Cor. Sec. 14. T. 23 S., R. 19 21)661
acres.
of Its conflict with Rujierior Copper lode,
N.
M.
H.
471
05'
.V..
M... bears S
1.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
The loration notice of this callin Is o. Murvey ino. 19. IteoMiart lode. Survey No.
1
106.V25
Ijind
U.
running
ft.
dist.,
and
Interior,
8.
of
thence
Department
the
&
hoi,. Hoyal lode. Survey No. 1608. exclusive
in tne o.fice of the Couniv Clerk o.
V. 613 12 feet to
24
49'
No 2; record County.
M., October
at Lab cruces,
uiiice
New Alexlco. nt inge 21 In jf its conflict with Keokhart lode. Survey
irant
hence N 53" 20' E. 1048 feet to Cor. No 3
26. 1915.
.No. ii.o,. and Kl Dorado lode, unsurveyed.
Hook 30 of Alining
jind
ai
-t
24
fe49'
S.
613.12
to
hence
E.
IB
L.
Cor.
given
hereby
Robert
that
Notice
locatioii notice thereof Is o: And 101 llorado lisle, unsurveyeil. 10.707
Wm. McSwain
NJo,
4; thence S. 53' 2o' W. lot feet to .1e iteiidatory
Dupuy, of Anlmns, N. M., who. on June
ord in said office at pae lu2 In Itoo,. ic PS.
)or. No. 1. the place of beginning,
6. litis, made homestead entry No. 0117m I,
Alining
30
of
lxicatioiis.
The location notice .if 'lhis elnlni is of
All classes of carpentering and
exclusive of its conflict with Black
or EViNEl : NE'4SK ; lot 7. Section
ilaiin Is adjoined on the Rast by recoid In the office of the Countv Clerk
'opper lode. Survey No. 1504. evcluMi ve heTais
II. Township 27 8., Range 19 W.. N. M. P.
oil
of
.donteiny
concrete work.
loilc.
Survey
1602
No.
anil
liranl County, New Mexico, at pages
if its conflict with Tract A as de.crit,ed
vleridian, has filed notice of Intention to
18 nml 17 in Hook 21 of Mining locations.
lie Souili by the Itemingtoii lode. Survey-Non field notes. 9 310 acres.
proof, to establish
nake final three-yea- r
iiioj.
No
Estimates Cheerfully Furnished .laim
an umendalory location notice thereailjo.uing
oiher
and
conflicting
or
Is
The location notice of this c!alm
of
to the land above described, beforo
of Is of record In said office at page 137
V. B. Ward, TJ. 8. Commissioner, at Anieco.d in the oftico of the County Clerk .laiuis known.
Before you build,
L. nur.NSIDR
JOHN
17
County,
page
f
Mexico,
New
GrRnt
at
December,
M.,
on
ñas, N.
the 7th day of
Kegister jn Hook 30 of Mining Locations.
n Book 21 of Mining locutions, and an r'.rst rulilicntlon, Nov. 19.
1915.
talk it over with me
Thla claim Is adjoined on the North by
imendatory locat ion notice thereof is of .art publication, Jan. 14.
Claimant names as witnesses :
the Superior Copper lode. Survey No. 49,
n
ecord in said office at page 131 in Book
Isaac H. Arnold. Zaoharlah A. Morris,
jobs accepted
MINERAL
Í0
Mining
APPLICATION,
O.
of
Locations.
SERIAL
B.
Dupuy,
King
E.
Howard
and
Francia
with which It conflicts, and the Keckhart
.
91267.-,This claim Is adjoined on the North
ill of Animas, N. M.
md West by the Remington lode. Sur- ITnlted Slates Ijiml Office. Lns Cruces lode. Survey No. 1606, with which It conNov. 5
JOHN L. BURNSIPE.
New Mexico. November 8. 1915.
flicts on tho Rast by the Heckhart lode,
rey No. 1430, and on the South ami West
Register.
Dec. 3
... Lordsburg, New Mex.
Nonce is hereby given that 85 Mining Survey No. 1606, with which It conflicts.
vey No. 1430, and on the South and West
y the Black Copper lolu. Survey No. 1504, Company, a corporation, by A. J.
the Hoyal lode, Survey No. 1608, with
Its attorney In fact, whose
Afluí which it conflicts.
address is Lordsburg, New Mexico which It conflicts, and the Passadena
JOHN L. BURNSIDE,
FLrst Publication, Nov. 19.
Register. ins made application for a l'nlted States lode, Survey No. 1611, with which It conNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
patent for the IH'CHKSS lode mining flicts; on
Last Publication, Jan. 14.
the South by the 1'ns.iadena
Department of the Interior, V. 8. Land
olaim. Mineral Survey No. 1609, situate
M.,
October
Office at Las Cruces, N.
n Virginia Alining District. County ol lode. Survey No. 1611, with which It con
MINERAL APPLICATION, SEKI VL NO.
26. 1915,
Ir.'lnt and State of New Mexico, covering
flicts, and on the West by the 101 Dorado
oieitTo.
2S9.3I) It. of the Duchess lode In n direc-ioNotice Is hereby Riven that Howard E.
United States tanl Office, Iis Cruces,
Dupuy, of Animas. N. M., who. on Sept.
8. 5ll" 53' W. fiom the discovery lode, unsurveyed, and the Superior Copper
New Mexico, November K. 1915.
U, 1915, made homestead entry No. 011794,
lode. Survey No. 49, with both of
ihaft and 2111.7 ft. thereof In n direction
Notice Is hereby given that 85 Mining N. 50" 53' 10. therefrom to a point on line which It conflicts.
Sec. 19. W'JNEii : WM,SK4,
for 8E
Company, a corporation, by A. J. Indev
7S.1H ft. from Cor. No. 3. nnd situate
Section 30, Township 27 8., Range 19 W
JOHN L. DURNSIDK,
.ieden, its attorney In fact, whose
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
n the NI0 nnd NW.
of Sec. 13, T. 23
proof,
address is Lordsburg, New Mexico 4. It. 19 W N. AI. P. 1!. & AL, nnd more First Publication, Nov. 19.
Register.
to make Final three-yea- r
REDROCK AUTO
ms made application for a United States ic.rticularly described as lollows
o establish claim to the land above
Lust Publication, Jan. 14.
patent for the MONROVIA lode mining
before A. 11. Ward, U. 8.
lleginnini, tit Cor. No. 1. a porphyry
Maim, Mineral Survey No. ltioo, situate
at Animas, N. M.f on the 7th
done. 10x14 ins. showing 12 Ins. above
STAGE LINE
n Virginia Mining District, County oi ground, chlneled X on lop.
dav of December, 1915.
and .MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO.
as
and State of New Mexico, covering
names
witnesses:
irant
Claimant
16n9. from which the R
Cor. Sec. 14
1267.
i ft. of the Monrovia
lode in a direction ; 2.1 8.. It 19 W.. N. M. P. H. & M benrt
Francis B. King. Robert L. Dupuy, WilLeaves Lordsburg Wednes- United States Land Office, La Cruces,
S. 79' 18' W. from the discovery shaft to a t. 66" 55' W., 2039 54 ft. dist., and
liam W. Jones and Felix Gauthier, all
day and Saturday mornings
333.46 ft. distnnt from
Moint on line
Now Alexico, .November 8, 191D.
of Animas, N. M.
thence N. 15 2.1' 10 595 feet to Cor
:
..
Cor. No. 4 In a diection S. 39 2' E. and No. 2 thence N. 50 53' "R 1500 feet to Cor.
:i
Notice Is hereby given that 85 Mining
Nov. 5
JOHN L. BURNSIDE,
opeciai attention
wim mail,
1415 ft. thereof in a direction N. 79" 18' E
2.1' W. 595 feet to Cor
S.
3;
15"
'o.
thence
Company,
Register.
a corporation, by A. J. Inder- Dec. S.
and situate In the No. 4 thence 8. 50" 53' W. 1500 feet to
herefrom to line
given to passenger service,
23
19
R.
rieden,
T.
W..
S..
and 'or. No. 1, the place of beginning,
its attorney in fact, whose
SE'4 of Sec. 12. 7,
to and from Redrock.
T. 23 S.. R. IS W., N
he SW'4 of Soc.
exclusive of its conllict with
address Is Lordabui-g- , New Mexico,
1. P. B. & M., and more particularly
I'rincess lode. Survey No. 11107, Iioynl lode las made application for a United c'tates
follows
Survey
16os,
in
No.
Conistock
No.
lode
Prop.
TURMAN,
SAM
Begin nfnt? at Cor. No.
a porphyry msurveyed, and Conistock No. 2 lode, uu patent for the WHITE CLOUD lodo min
MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO.
dore. 56y2I ins. act 11 ins. In the ground lurveyed, 7.661 acres.
012005.
ing claim, Mineral Survey No. 1613, oitu-it- e
top
from which
on
mkd.
and
wlth
Leave calls at Postoffice.
The location notice of this claim Is of
'fice, Lns Cruces,
in Virginia Mining District, Count;' c
United Stat u
ho E. M Cor. Sec. 12, T. 23 S., R. lit W
ecord in the office of the County Clerk
54
N. M. P. B. & M., bears N. 29
W.
New Mexico, Oct 30, 1915.
if (Irant County. New Mexico
page tirant nnd State of New Mexico, covering
at
1915
39'
03
S.
ft. dist., ami running theme
.37 In lionk 30 of Mining Locations.
ft. of the White Cloud lode in a direc
Notice la hereby given that 85 Mining
12' E 664 15 feet to Cor. No. 2; thence S
This claim Is adioined on the West by
N. 30" 15' 10. from the discovery point
Company, a corporation, by A. J.
79
12' W. 149S fis feet to ('or. No 3 thence
he Uoval lode. Survey No. liiox, witi: tion
e
300 fu from Cor.
t2' W. 661 ii3 (Vet to Cor. No. 4
N. 39
vliich it conl'l.cts. and on the North ami o a point on line
Its attorney In fact, whose
K. 1500 fe- -t to ('or. No. 1.
N.
79
18'
Lhencu
A'e
rJo. 1. and
it by the Princess lode. Survcv No
133.94 ft. thereof in a direc-.io- n
address is Lordsburg, New Mexico,
the place of beginning, containing 20. 16
which
it
with
6''i.
tho
Com
confbcts.
XV.
S.
3o"
15'
therefrom to llr.c
nnd
has made application for a United Slates
acres.
.tock No. 3 lode. Unsurveyed. the Com
The location notice of this claim Is of dock No.
lode, iniiiurveyeil,
patent for the KOYAL. lode mining claim,
and tin iltunte in the 81014 Sec. 12 and NIO'í, Sec.
County
Cleri
of
record
the
in
the
office
2
.3,
19
lode,
R.
23
No
N.
M.
unsurveU.
8.,
ilock
M.,
T.
V,
P.
ed. wltl
Mineral Survey No. ltiUS, situate in Virof (Irant County. New Mo: ico. ai paite 2.
he hutei- two of which It conflicts. Ni .nil more particularly described as
of Grant
County
Mining
District,
M ining Locations, ami an
ginia
30
n
of
look
adjoluiiig
ither
or
conflicting
ANY
GO
PLACE,
clainu
VILL
:
amendatory location nonce thereof is of iuoivn.
and State of New Mexico, covering
ANY TIME
ecord in said office at page 128 in Book
Heginulug at Cor. No. 1, a porphyry
joiin
nuitNsmn,
l.
ft. of the Royal lode in a S. 64 55' W. di
Í0 of Mining
locations.
r'ir.it Pulircation. Nov. l.t.
ltegisier itone 5x10x24 ins., set 12 ins. in the ground,
rection from the discovery shaft and 10 ft.
Th's claim is adjoined on the West b
.asl Punl'catiou. Jan. 14.
hiseled X on top and
from which
the Look Out lode. Survey No. 15:t'j, am'
thereof In a direction N. 64 55 E. there-frnon the North by the Sacramento lode
Cor. Sec. 12, T. 23 8., R. 19 V
iINKRAL APPLITA I ION. SEI.I.VL NO he 0.
mi Mituate in the NWI. Sec. 13. T.
No. T,)s. No other nd 1"uiug oi
Survey
II 1237 II.
M. AI. P. U. & AL. bears N. 14" 57' E. 2il96.99
á S., It. 1 W., N. M. K B. & aH., and mo.e
jon fKeting claims known.
'rited S ates Land office. tas Cruces t. dist., and running thence 8. 67 51' E,
JOHN L. BURNSIDE.
particularly described as follows :
PHONR RESIDENCE NO. 58
N"W ...exuo. November 8. 1915.
19.
Register
Nov.
Publication,
95 feet to Cor. No. 2 ; thence 8. 3D 05'
X
Frit
OK CENTRAL CAI'E NO. 2
given that 8
N'ouce la
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a granite stone
lAixi rublication, Jan. 14,
,V. 1438 37 feet to Cor. No. 3; thenco
n corporal ;on. by A. J.
N.
Cxl6x24 Inn. set 14 Ins. in the ground,
attorney
in fact, whose
i's
17"
51' XV. 599.40 feet to Cor. No. 4 ; thence
from which
on top and
MI.NKHAL APPLICATION SKHIAL NO.
chiseled
mldresH Is Lordslic.rg, New Mexico
VV.,
H.
1,
S.,
!.
94
143S
15'
23
30"
to
No.
Tect
14,
Cor.
la
T.
E.
1112071.
cor. Sec.
the
as ninoe ap!M-ai,ofor a lTuited
W. known.
United States Land office. Las Cruces
N. M. P. B. & M., bears S. 7ir
fie- the VI0N1C1O lode mining claim
he place o" beginning, containing, exclu-ilv- e
38
buhnsid;:.
joiin
N.
thence
8.
anü
l.
running
lill.'i.
032.1 ft. d.Ht..
NVv Mexico. November
Survey No. !6!0. situate in Vir-of Its conflict with Look Out lodo,
Uegister.
27' 13. 1143.30 ft. to Cor. No. 2; thence N. First Publication, Nov. 19.
Notice is hereby given that S"i Minlnp
n a Alining D'strict. County of dran:
lurvcy No. 1599, and Conistock No.. 2 lode,
64
Nimpany, a corporation, hyA. .1.
55' E. 1350 ft. to Cor. No. 3; thence 8. Last Publication, Jan. 14.
nil S u;e n' New .Mexico, covering 14!i."
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i
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rivrrrrfii íiVísíi.íii i n
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New Mexico
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APPLICATION SF.KIAL NO. iTfice nddrcHM is
the discovery nliaft am
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did
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Wall Tockets for the Closet IDresserSet of Embroidered Linen
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convenient gift which wit) be
bjr either men or women Is
xroup of wall pockets for the closet.
A strip of denim or cretonne Is cut
hs long as .the maker may choose
and tound with tape. Strips of the
fiinlfrtal. canning ia width and length
are bound with the tape and a deep
x plait Is laid In each one.
Theso pieces arc stitched along
three sides to the plain strip to form
;orkets. as shown in the picture
above.
The pockets hold slippers,
lihoes, rubbers, hosiery, corsets or
Pork--i- s
Htnall articles for the laundry.
made to extend the length of the
loHt door will hold everything which
lMiiiUly finds a place on the floor.
A

wol-com-

Heavy white linen (or cotton In certain weaves) embroidered with light
colored floss, make simple and elegant
dresser sets that will delight the heart
of the neat housewife.
These sets
consist of dresser scarf and pincushion cover usually, but glove and handkerchief cases may be made to match
and added to them.
The scarf Is a length of the linen
having scalloped edges buttonhole
stitched with light colored floss A
scroll and flower pntteru Is embroidered at each end and at the center ut
the scarf, on one side.
Is covA small oblong pincushion
ered with two pieces of linen, one
smaller than the other, as showu In the
picture. These are buttonhole stitched
In scallops about the edges and eyelets
are worked in them. A scroll and flower pattern is embroidered In the smaller piece. They are Joined by narrow
satin ribbon threaded through the eye
lets and tied in little hows.

Luncheon Set of Silk Muslin

Darning Bag of Silkalene
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Two squares of figured silkalene are
placed face to face and machlne-ftltchetogether In a felled seam. One
corner is then cut off and the bag and
corner piece turned right side out.
The edges, made by cutting off the
corner, are folded over a small embroidery hoop and sewed down. The
bag Is suspended by means of a fold
of the silkalene, with edges machine-ntttche- d
together and ends sewed to
each side of the opening.
The corner that was cut away Is
Btuffed with cotton or sawdust and
bound with tape, making a cushion for
darning needles. A little piece of
tape is sewed to one edge of it and to
the bag, attaching it to the opening.
This provides a receptacle for hosiery
d

-

that

needs-darning-

Something new in luncheon seta is
made of stiff white si;k muslin, very
small gilt cord and
hite and green
water color paints. It consists of a
centerpiece and twelve doilies to
match and is made in a conventionalized chrysanthemum design.
The
doilies are small replicas of the cen-

terpiece.
A large circle Is cut from the muslin for the centerpiece and a lew
French knots, of dark yellow embroidery silk, are worked in the center to
represent the stamens. Three rows of
petals are outlined on the centerpiece
with white paint and the tiny gilt
cord is sewed with yellow silk thread
along the outline of each petal. The
petals are crowded a little at one side
to allow three light green leaves to
be painted In. A little white paint is
brushed in at the point of each petal
and the muslin about the edge trimmed
away from them.
The doilies are made in the same
way but on a smaller scale.
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Roll for Doilies
Bubble Pipes
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ALAHAMA." Beizinnlnit at corner No. 1,
the N. E. corner, whence Cnr. to Sees. 7, 12,
VV. of tha N. M. P.
1
3. IS. T. 17 S., R.
H. and M. bears. N. 74 dec. 54 mln. F... 8M4.8
feat ; thence N. 74 des. 6 mln. W., 24.2 feet
to comer No. 2, thence S. 0 dVtT. 86 mln. K.,
1SX2.27 feet to corner No. 8: thenc-8. 74 dec.
85 mln. E., 624.2 feet to eornerNo. 4: thence
N. 0 dcit. 88 mln. W., 132.27 feet to comer
No. 1, the place of besinninK, containing a
net area of 19.0 arras, expressly excluding
area in conflict with Homcstaka No. 2, of
.0.111 acres.
"ALABAMA NO. 2." IWInnlnir at corner
No. I. the S. E. corner, whence Cor. to Sec.
7, 12, 18, 18. T. 17 S., R.
1
W.. of the N.
M. I'. H. and M. bears N. 74 dev. 64 mln. E.,
S'.I84.8
feet; thence N. 28 tie. 12 mln W.,
11HH.B feet to corner No. 2; thence N. 74 des.
S min. W
1038.0 feet to corner No. I : thence
S. SD lnt. 88 min. E., 1600 feet to corner No.
4 : thence 8. 74 deic. 8S min.
., 24.2 feet to
corner No. 1. the place of beginning containing
a net area of lfl.StiA acres.
"OOLD SI'IKE NO. 1." Beginning at cor- ner No. 1. the N. E. corner, whence Cor. to
Sees. 7, 12, 13, 18, T. i7 S.. R. 20-2-1
W.. of
the N. M. r. B. and M. bears N. 72 deg. 48
min. E., 0629.7 feet : thence N. 0 deg. 46 min.
W.. 1600 feet to corner No. 2 ; thence S. 0 deg.
36 min. E., 691.6 feet to corner No. S; thence
K. 60 deg 46 min. E., 1600 feet to comer No. 4 ;
thence, N. 0 deg. 88 min. W., 691.6 feet to corner No. 1. the place of beginning, containing
a net area of 20.661 acres.
C.OLU SPIKE NO. 2." Beginning at cor
ner No. 1, the N. B. corner, whence Cor. to
1
Sees. 7, 12, 1, 18, T. 17 8., R.
W., of
the N. M. P. B. and M. bears N. 76 deg. 4
mln. E., 9477.84 feet; thence N. 89 deg. 88
min. W., 1600 fact to comer No. 2 ; thence 8.
0 deg. 36 min. E., 963.76 feet to corner No. 8 ;
thence S. 89 deg. 36 min. K., 1600 feet to corner No. 4 : thence N. 0 . 86 mi:i. W., 963.76
feet to curner No. 1, the place of beginning,
containing a net area of 19.461 acres, expressly
excluding area in conflict with Gold Spike
No. 1 lode of 1.200 acres
"COLD SPIKE NO. ." Beginning at cor
ner No. 1, the N, E. corner, whence Cor. to
1
Sees. 7, 12, 1, 18, T. 17 8.. R.
W., of
the N. M. P. B. and M. bearo N. 66 deg. 25
min. E., 8119.6 feet; thence N. 62 deg. 09 min.
W.. 1600 feet to corner No. 2 ; thence 8. 0 deg.
36 min. E., 738.01 feet to corner No. 8 ; thence
S. 68 deg. 04 min. E., 1481.6 feet to corner
No. 4; thence N. 0 deg. 36 min. W., 709.87
feet to corner No. 1, the place of beginning,
containing a net area of 19.624 acres.
"JIM CROW NO. 2." Beginning at cor
ner No. 1, the N. E. corner, whence Cor. to
1
Sec. 7, 12. 18. 18, T. 17 8., R.
W., of
the N. M. P. B. and M. bears N. deg. 88 min
K., 9267.82 feet ; thence S. 4 deg. 80 min. W..
619.0 feet to corner No. 2 ; thence S. 87 deg.
13 min. E., 1336.12 feet to comer No. 3; thence
N. 49 deg 80 min. E., 100 feet to corner No.
4 ; thence N. 16 deg. 20 inin. W.. 1814.24 feet
to corner No. ( ; thence N. 26 deg. 16 min. W.,
147.99 feet to corner No. 1, the place of be
ginning, containing a net area of 10.867 acres,
expressly excluding area in conflict with Gold
King lode Survey No. 1012-of 0.869 acres.
and Jim Crow lode Survey No. 1012-of
0.1118 acres.
"GRAND CENTRAL TUNNEL SITE." Beginning at corner No. 1, the N. E. corner,
whence Cor. to Sees. 7, 12, 13, T. 17 S.. R.
1
W.. of the N. M. P. B. and M. bears
N. 60 deg. 20 min. E., 8094.42 feet; thence S.
67 deg. 26 min. W., 664.4 feet to corner No. 2 ;
thence S. 16 deg. 06 min. E.. 1066.4 feet to corner No. 8; thence N. 67 deg. 26 min E., 10.0
feet to corner No. 4 ; thence N. 7 deg. 14 min.
K., 1320.7 feet to corner No. 1, the placa of
Iwglnning. containing a net area of 6.192 acres,
expressly excluding area in conflict with Red
Prince lode. Survey No. 1012-of 0.094 acrei.,
and Link lode, unsurveyed, of 0.239 acres.
"HUM ESTARE NO. 2." Beginning at corner No. 1, the N. E. corner, whence Cor. to
Sees. 7. 12, 13. 18. T. 17 S., K.
1
W., of
tnc N. M. P. B. and M. bears N. 68 deg. 04
min. F... 8860.43 feet; thence 8. 49 deg. 30 min.
VV., 600 feet to corner No. 2 ; thence S. 6 deg.
09 min. E.. 1264.72 feet to corner No. 3 ; thence
N. 49 deg. 80 min. E.. 600 feet to corner No.
4; thence N. 6 deg. 09 min. W., 1264.72 feet
to corner No. 1, the place of beginning, containing a net area of 10.112 acres, expressly
excluding area in conflict with Gold Spike
No. 3, of 0.102 acres, and Link lode, unsurveyed, of 8.996 acres.
Beginning at corner No. 1,
"DULUTH."
the N. E. corner, whence Cor. to Sees. 7, 12,
13, 18. T. 17 S.. R.
1
W.. of the N. M. P.
B. and M. bears N. 67 deg. 06 min. E., 7657.36
feet ; thence S. 67 deg. 2 min. W.. 679.7 feet,
to comer No. 2 ; thence S. 1 deg. 09 min.
F... 1006.13 feet to corner No. 3: thence N.
67 deg. 26 min. E., 471.64 feet to corner No.
4 : thence N. 12 deg. 24 min. E.. 398.62 feet to
corner No. 6 ; thence N. 1 deg. 09 min. W.,
680.1 feet to corner No. 1. the place of beginning, containing a net area of 10.993 acres,
expressly excluding area in conflict with Gold
Spike No, 8, of 0.092 acres, and Link lode unsurveyed, area nominal.
The location notices of these claims are
recorded in the office of the county clerk of
Grant county. New Mexico, as follows :
Alabama, Book 30, Mining Locations, pages
Alabama No. 2, Book 80, Mining Locations,
page 160 ;
Gold Spike No. 1, Book 30, Mining Locations, page 163 ;
Gold Spike No. 2, Book 30, Mining Locations,
page 163 ;
Gold Spike No. 8, Book 80, Mining Locations,
rage 164;
Jim Crow No. 2, Book 30, Mining Locations,
page 672 :
Grand Central Tunnel Site, Book 80, Mining
Locations, page 162 ;
Homestake No. 2, Book 80, Mining Loca
tions, page 164 ;
Duluth, Book 80, Mining Locations, pages

pasteboard

tube,

such

ai

used for mailing Is procured. Circular
pitees of cretonne are stretched over
Uie ends and pasted down on the
roll.
A strip of the cretonne as wide
as the tube is long is theu cut off of
any length desired. Une end of this
strip Is trimmed in a curve and the
other loft straight. The curved end
and sides of the strip are bound with

tape.
The straight end is pasted to the
A small wooden rack, or one of celluloid, such aa are sold for holding roll, the cretonne wound once about
tooth brushes, a few clay pipes aud It and sewed down to form a casing
four yards of bright red baby ribon, for it. Riobon ends are sewed to the
aerv to Ox op a gay little gift holding curved end of cretonne to form ties
pronaiM of tun (or the young people. for fastening it when the dollies have
And bubble blowing la not beneath been rolled.
The cretonne used to make the roll
th dignity of their eldors; everyone
shown in the picture is a striped pat
Indulges In this pastime.
Two other pipes may be suspended tern with small Bswers scattered over
from this rack by shorter lengths of the surface. Dark backgrounds with
ribbon and the man who prefers to gay flowers make rolls that do not
blow smoke to bubbles will like a rack soil easily. The ribbon used should
fresh pipe or ous hs match the flowers or foliage In tns
which bolds
pattern.
majr offer bis friend.

lodes. Survey No. 1012

on the south and wast,
lodes, Survey No.

:

kld King and Homestake
1012 and No.

1148.

John L. Ilurnside
Regis tar

First Publication Nov.
Last Publication Dec.
MINERAL APPLICATIOX bFKIAL
United Statea

Ill.Office,

ltnd

50.

Cruces.

New Mexico, Oct 30. 1915.
Notice is hereby given that 85 Mining
Company, a corporation, hy A. J. Inder-rlcde- n.
Ita attorney In fact, whoae poatofflce addreaa la Ixudahurg, New Mexico,

lias made application for a United Statea
patent for the KUCKHAHT lode mining
claim, Mineral Survey No. 1606, situate
in Virginia Mining District. County of
Grant and State of New Mexico, covering
1100 ft of the Ueckhart lode In a 8. 35
15' W. direction from the discovery cut
and 400 ft thereof In a direction N. 35
16' E. therefrom, and altuu,t
in the NW(4
Sec. 13. T. 23 8.,
M.,

It

1

VV..

N. H. P. B.

and more particularly described as

follows

:

at

Cor.

No.

rt lfi I us. In the ground,
frrnn which
X on. top and
. 19 W
the R 4 Cor. 8ec. 14. T. 21 S
V.
N. M. r. n. A M., bear 8. 29
IMJ.O'i ft. dint., and running thence R M'
27' K. 00.04 ft to Tor. No. 2; thenra N.
36 1G' R. 1600 ft. to Cor. No. 3 ; thence N.
55" 27' W. 00.04 ft to Cor. No. 4 ; thence
H. 35
15 W. ir.00 ft to Cor. No. 1, the
place of beginning, containing, excliiaive
of conflict with Kmcrald lode, survey No.
1430. and Comatock No. 3 lode, unsurveyed,
stone. 6x10x21 :h,

1.

n

porphyry

3'

acres.
The locution notice of thia claim la of
In the office of the County Clerk
of Grant County, New Mexico, lit page 18
In Hook 21 of Mining locatlonn, nnd an
amendatory location notice thereof In of
record In said office at pago 130 In Hook
30 of Mining Locations.
This claim is adjoined on the North by
k
Emerald lode, aurvey No. 1430 and
No. 1 lode, unaurveyed, with both
of which It conflicts, and on the West by
Superior Copper lode, survey No. 49. No
other adjoining or conflicting claims,
19.111
.

rer-or-

Com-atoc-

known.

JOHN I

flUrtJiSIDK.
RcKlater.

First Publication Nov.
Last Publication Dec.

XINFKAL APPLICATION hF.KIAL

SO.

UflOt.

United Htatea

Office,

I.ftnd

Loa Cruces,

New Mexico, Oct 30, 1915.
Notice la hereby given .that 85 Mining
Company, a corporation, by A. J. Inderrle-den- ,
ita attorney in fact, whose poatofflce
address la Lordahurg. New Mexico, han
matin application
for a United States
patent for the I'RINCEKS lode mining
claim, Mineral Survey No. 1607, situate
In Virginia Mining District, County of
Grant and State of New Mexico, covering
1330 ft of the- Prlnceaa lode In a N. 64 55'

direction from the discovery shaft and
ft thereof In a direction 8. 4 55' W.
therefrom, and situate in the NWV4 Sec.
13 and the NEÍ4 Bee. 13 and the S15V4 See.
12, T. 23 8., It 19 W., N. M. 1. 13. & M
and more particularly described aa folK.
20

lows

:

lleglnnlng at Cor. No. 1, a granite stone,
12x18x30 ins.-- set 18 Ins. In the ground,
from which
chiseled - on top and
the E.K Cor. Sec. 14. T. 23 8., 11. J9 W.,
N. M. P. 11. & M bears 8. CO 36' W.
1766T. ft. dint, and running thence N. 35"
1.1' E. 1160 ft to Cor. No. 2: thence N. 64
65' K. 1350 ft to Cor. No. 3 ; thence 8. 35"
W. 160 ft to Cor. No. 4 : thence 8.
64 55' W. 1.150 ft. to Cor. No. 1, the place
of beginning, containing, exclusive of its
conflict with t'oniHtiM'k No. 3 lode, un
surveyed, and Comatock No. 1 lode, unsurveyed, and Oakland lode. Survey No. 1597.
exclusive of the latter's conflict with
Comstock No. 1 lode, unsurveyed, 11.337
acres.
The location notice of tills claim la of
record In the office of the County Clerk
of Crant County. New Mexico, at page 21
In Book 30 of Mining Txx'ations, and an
amendatory location notice thereof la of
record in said office at page 128 in Hook
30 of Mining Locntions.
ThlH claim la adjoined on the North by
the Comatock No. 3, Comstock No. 1 lodes,
unaurveyed, and Oakland lode, Survey No.
1597, with all three of which it conflicts,
and on the West by the Heckhart lode.
Survey No. 1606. No other adjoining or conflicting claims known.
JOHN L. HURNSIDE.
,

1

Sur. No. 161ft. with which H seta,
flirts, 66 Mining Company, Claimants as
both lods, and this claim (Dewey) conflicts with the 86 Lode, Bur. No. 1484,
which croases this claim, 85 Mining Coea-pan- y.
ar
No other adjoiniag
Claimants.
conflicting
claims known.
The location notice of this claim ta recorded
in the office of the Recorder of Deeds.
in Book 17
Grant County, New Mexico,
at Page S3, and the
of Locations,
ia
recorded
amendatory
location thereof
in Book 30, at Page 186, of Mining
Locations.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE. Register.
Nov. 8, 1918.
First Publication:
Dec. 81. 1916.
Last Publication:

MINEUAL APPLICATION, SERIAL NO.

chineled

A dolly roll makes a pretty gift
for the housev lfe and Is useful to her
in more ways than one. It keeps ber
doilies fresh and easy to get at. Noth
lng Is easier to make, and very few
equally pretty gifts cost so little.
The names of the adjoining claims to this
The rolls are usually made In two
are: on the north, Carrie M, Pay
lengths, one for centerpieces and survey
Car, and Big Four lodes, unsurveyed ; on the
To make one a east. Three Brothers, Ked Prince and Tunnel
one for dollies.

strong

i

!

Nntlc Is hereby viven thut Torrerora Min
ing Company, fthanc pontofnee addremi ia Iu- luth. Minnesota, ha made aiipllrattnn for
patent for the following named lode mlninjr
claims, aitualed In tha Steeple Rock minina
district, (irant county. New Mexico, in Sec
tion 14 and 2.1. T. 17 South. K. 21 Went. N.
M. P. R. and M., unnurveyed, described aa
follows,

p.v

1(2

V. 8.

Srriiil No. OliViO
United 8ttn I and OÍArr, Uu Cruca,
New Mrxivn. Octnlwr . 1915

BY JULIA BOTTOMLEY

JX

8rT N.

Mintril

FOR

Lode.

012039
IJ.iii.td
Nevr

KU'.ea

Mexico.
is
Notice

Land
No.--.

2,

Office,

La

ClU'C,

19.

hereby given that St MinComiany,
a corp.rati"n, by A. J.
whose
lrrterrieden,
ita Attorney-in-faia
postnffire
address
Lordihun. Grant
County, New Mexico, haa made application
for a mineral patent for the Jim Crow
1819,
No.
mining claim.
Survey
lode
in
sltuato in Virginia Mining District.
tha County of Grant, and State of New
covering along the lode and vein
Mexico,
of same from the discovery point N. 63 deg.
20
min. E. 821 ft. and 8. 68 deg.
78.61 ft, and
located In
20 min. W.
NES-of See. 18 and WV4 NWV,
SE'4
of Sec. 14. T. 28 S. R. 19 W.. N. M.
Beginning
P. M., described as follows:
at Cor. lio. 1, a phorphyry rock x 11
ina. above ground, with mound of
Ins.,
stone chiseled 1 1619, whence the Vt see.
cor. between Sees. 18 and 14, T. 23 8..
11.
W.,
19
N. M. P. M.. bears 8. 82
deg. 10 mln. E. 626.4S ft; thence N.
680.84
ft. to Cor.
64 deg. 48 mln. W.
No.
2; thence N. 60 deg. 20 min. E.
1499.61 ft. to Cor. No. 8; thence S. 64 deg.
630.84
ft. to Cor. No. 4;
46 mln. K.
thence S. 63 deg. 20 min. W. 1499.61 ft. to
place
of beginning.
1.
No.
the
Cor.
Containing 20.646 acres, after excluding
0.086 acres In conflict with Cobra Negra
Lode, Sur. No.
1504. and 0.014 aerea in
Sur. No.
Excelsior Lode,
conflict with
ie

t

New

1612.

This claim is adjoined on the N. and
NE by the Black Copper Lode, Sur. No.
the Cafe Lode, Sur. No. 1606; the
1604:
Carlos Lode. Sur. No. 1430, and the Suon
perior Lode, Sur. No. 49 ;
the E.
by the Excelsior Lode, Sur. No. 1612 with
which it conflicts, and on the W. by the
1504,
with
Cobra Negra Lode, Sur. No.
which it conflicts, and the Black Sam
Lode, Sur. No. 1504. Susquehanna Mining
Co.
Black
ciaimanta
of Cobra Negra,
Sam and Black Copper Lodes; 85 Mining Company ciaimanta of other above
conflicting
described and adjoining
and
lodes. No other adjoining or conflicting
claims known.
The location notice of this claim is recorded
in the office of the County Clerk of
Grant County, New Mexico, in Book 17,
of Locations at Page 273, and the amendatory
in
Book
30 of Mining
location thereof
Locations at Paze 136
JOHN L. BURNSIDE. Register.
First P'.MIcatlon:
Nov. 6, 1916.
Last Publication :
Dec 81, 1916.
MINERAL APPLICATION.

SERIAL NO.

012t3

MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL SO
United States Land Office, Las Cruces,
New Mexico, Oct 30, 1915
Notice Is hereby given that 85 Mining
company, a corporation, ny a. j.
Its attorney In fact, whose poatofflce addreM is Jxirdshurg. New Mexico.
has made application for a United States
patent for the UhJLAJlT lode mining c a m
Mineral Survey No. 1601, situate In Virginia Mining District. County of Grant
and Stale of New Mexico, covering 1450
of the Helolt lode in a 8. 38 55' W. di
ft
rection from the discovery shaft and 50 ft
thereof in a direction N. 38 55' K. there- xrom. and situate
Sec. 12.
the SVY
the NWH Sec. 13, the NK Sec. 14 and the
8EÍ4 Sec. 11, T. 23 8.. It 19 VV N. M. P.
11.
M . and more particularly described
as follows:
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a granite atone,
6x10x24 ina.. set 14 ins. in the around
chiseled X on top and
from which
the tl. 'A cor. sec. 14, T. 23 S.. It 19 W
N. M. P. B. & M., bears 8. ' 12' W. 2048.42
rt. Ulst, unci running thence N. 21 60'
W. 596.5 ft to Cor. No. 2 ; thence N. Su
65' K. 1T.O0 ft. to COr. No. 3: thence 8. 21
50' E. 595.D ft. to Cor. No. 4 : thence 8. 3H'
65' W. 1500 ft. to Cor. No. 1, the place of
Degmning, containing, excltialve or conflict with Mohak lode, aurvey No. 1430.
and Carlos lode, survey No. 1430, 13.679
acres.
The location notice of this claim is of
record in the office of the County Clerk
of Grant County, New Mexico, at page
22 In Book 30 of Mining
and
uu amendatory location notice thereof la
or record In aald or ru e at panes 132 and
133 In Hook 30 of Mining Ioeallons.
This claim la adjoined on the East lv
the Ninety Nine lode, survey No. 1430,
and on the South hy the Mohak and Carlos
lodes, aurvey No. 1430, with both of which
it colímela, no other adjoining or con
fueling clainia known.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE,
Register,
First Publication Nov.
Last Publication Dec
lmler-riedo-

111

SÁ

United States Land Office, Lai Cruces,
Nov. 2. 1916.
New Mexico,
given that 86 Minhereby
Notice Is
ing Company, a corporation,
by
A. J.
Interrieden,
ita Attorvey-in-fac- t,
whose
poatofflce
Lordsburg,
is
address
Grant
County, New Mexico, hrs made application for
a mineral patent for 'he Dewey lode mining
claim, Survey No . 1617. situate in Virginia Mining District,
in the County of Grant,
and State of New Mexico, covering aloag
the lode and vdn of same from the
discovery point 8. (0 deg. 69 min. W. 1368
and N. 80 dep. 6
min. E. 132 ft,
and located in SWl, NEVi 8E
NW4
NE4 SWVi and NWV; SEV of See. 12.
T. 23 S., P- - 19 W., N.
M. P. M
Beginning at Cor.
described as follows:
1,
No.
a porphyry rock 9 x 10 ina., 7
Ina.
with
above ground,
a mound of
stone chiseled 1 1617, whence the
Vi
Sec. Cor. an the East boundary of Sec.
'2. T. 2 8., R. 19 W.. N. M. P. M.,
bears N. 76 deg. 83mln. E. 1849.7 ft;
1
N.
deg. 69 min. W.
thence
00
to Cor. No. 2 ; thence 8. 80 deg. 69 min. W.
ft
1
;
deg. 69 min. E.
1500 ft to Cor. No. 8 thence
600 ft. to Cor. No. 4 : thence N. 80 deg. 69
min. E. 1500 ft to Cor. No. 1, tha placa
of beginning. Containing (.939 acres, after
excluding
.98 acres in conflict with
86 Lode,
Sur. No. 1430; .666 acres In
conflict with Henry Clay lode. Bur. No.
70,
and 8.219 aerea in conflict
with
Triangle Lode, unsurveyed.
This claim ia adjoined oa the N. by
Oh ley Lode. Sur.
1620,
No.
with which
it conflicts, 85 Mining Company, Claimant, and Triangle Lode, with which it
conflicts, J. L. Augustine, Claimant ; on
the E. by tha Bella Tower Lode, with
which it conflict. G. E. Waldo,
Claimant, and by the Southern Lode,
Bur.
No.
688,
Marsaiis and Fry, Claimants;
on tha 8. by Henry Clay Lode Sur.
No. 70. with which it conflicts,
Copper
Co.,
Claimants,
by
and
Lode,
the Johnson
Interrieden
ft Johnson, Claimants, and oa the W. by Hobson Lode, Sur. No. 11, and by tha Schley

ft

Mexico,

Nov.'

2, 1918.

Mia.
Notice is hereby given that 8
lng Company, a corporation, by A. J.
Attorney-in-fact,
whose
Interrieden,
ita
pnatoffice
is Lordsbnnt.
address
Grant
County, New Mexico, haa made application for
mining
a mineral patent for the Hobson lode
claim. Survey No. 1616, situate in Virginia Min.
In the
County of Grant,
ing District,
and State of New Mexico, covering along
the lode and vein of same from tha
discovery point, N. 89 deg. 68 min. W,
1146.75 ft. and S. 89 deg. 68 min. E, 64 ft.
See.
12. T.
and located in NVj SW
23 S., R. 19 W., N. M.
P. M.. desBeginning at Cor.
cribed as follows:
rock
No. 1, a phorphyry
6x8 ins., 7 ins.
above the ground, with mound of atons
Sec. Cor,
chiseled 1 1616, whence the
on West Boundary of Sec. 12. T. 21
8.. R. 19 W.. N. M. P. M., bears N.
88 dec. 28 min. W. 1209.1 ft ; thence
8.
89 deg.
69 min. E. 1210.78 ft. to Cor. No.
2: thence S. ldeg. 69 min. E. 00 ft to
Cor. No. 3; thence N. 89 deg. 5 min. W.
No. 4; therm N. 1
1210.76 ft. to Cor.
deg. 69 min. W.
699.60 ft to Cor. No. 1,
Containing 18.458
the place of beginning.
acres, after excluding .207 aerea in coa-fli- ct
with Lookout Lode. Sur. Na. 1592.
This claim is adjoined on the E. and N.
E. by Okley Lode, Sur. No. 1620, with which
Dewey
It conflicts,
Lode, Sur. Na.
and
1617,
86 Mining Company ciaimanta
at
both lodes ; on the 8. by Johnson Lode,
unsurveyed. with which it conflicts. Interrieden ft Johnson, Ciaimanta ; on the W.
by Lookout Lode, Sur. No. 1692, with which
it conflicts, Scarborough, et al, claimants.
This
with
claim also conflicts
tha
Schley Lode,
crossing
No.
1618,
Sur.
diagonally through this lode; 8ft Mining
Company, Claimants.
No other adjoining or conflicting claims known.
The location notice of this claim is recorded
in
the office of the County Clerk of
Grant County, New Mexico, in Book 17,
Page
636, of Mining
Locationa, .and
at
the amendatory location in Book 30. at
Page 135.
JOHN L. BURNShDK. Register.
First Publication:
Nov. 6. 1916.
Last Publication:
Dec. 31. 1916.

i

United SUtca Land Office, Las Cruces,
Nov. 2. 1915.
New Mexico,
Notice is hereby given that 85 Min- Company, a
in
orioration, by A. J.
Attorney-in-fa- t,
Interriedcn,
its
whose
postoffice
is
Lorduburit,
address
Grant
County, New Mexico, has made application for
a mineral patent for the Schley lode mining
claim Survey No. 1618, situate in Virginia Mining District,
In the County of Grant,
and State of New Mexico, covering along
tha lode and vein of same from the
discovery point, S. 53 deg. 66 n,in. W.
1112.2 ft and N. 63 deg. 56 min.
E.
165 ft. and located in SW 'i NW, and
Nfa SWV, of See. 12, T. 23 S., R.
19 W., N. M. P. M., described as fol
Beginning at Cor. No. 1, a phor- lows:
phry rock 8x12 ins., 12 ins. above ground.
with mound of stone chiseled 1 1618.
Sec. Cor. on West bounwhence the
dary line of Sec. 12. 1'. 2.1 S.. R. 19
N.
M. P. M
W
bears N. 64 de. 04
min. W. 1184.2 ft; thence N. 61 deg. 26
Kegitjter.
.
min E. 12U0.75 ft. to Cor. N'.i. 2 ; thence
First Publication Nov.
S. 36 deg. 65 min. K. 426.33 ft. to Cor.
Last Publication Dec.
8 :
No.
thence S. 63 deg. 60 min. W.
1277.20 ft, to Cor. No. J ; thence N. 36
deg.
56
min. W. 694.79 ft to Cor. No. 1.
MIX ERAL APPLICATIOX SERIAL SO.
Containing
2.9,5
the place of beginning.'
1694.
United States Lund Office, Las Cruces, acres, after excluding .058 acres in conflict with Battleship Lode. Sur. No. 15.2 :
New Mexico, Oct 30, 1915.
.177 acres
in conflict with Clla Moi.iter
Notice is hereby given that 85 Mining
l,odfa. Sur. No. 159.1, and .929 acres in conCompany, a corporation, by A. J. Inder-rlede- n, flict with
Lode, Sur. No. 1692;
its attorney in fact, whose poatof- .01 acres inLookout
conflict with Dewey Lcde.
flce uddresa ia lordHhurK. New Mexico,
SuNo.
a
1617,
11.172
acres in conflict
and
application
United
Statea
for
made
has
patent for the PLAYMATE lode mining with Hobson Lode, Sur. No. 1616.
claim, Mineral Survey No. 1596. sitúate
This claim is adjoined on the N. E. and
in Vlriginla Minina; District. County of E. by
Napoleon Lode,
G, E.
Waldo.
Grant and State of New Mexico, covering Claimant:
Okley lode, Sur. No. 1620, and
2L'3 ft. of the 1'laymate lode in a N. 84
52' E. tllrectl3n from the discovery point Dewey Lode, Sur. No. 1617, with which
and 290.47 ft. thereof in a direction 8. S4
it conflicts, 86 Mining Cmpany, claim52' W. therefrom, and Bltuate in the SE'i
on
ants of both lodes ;
tile S. by
Sec. 12. T. 23 S It 19 W of the N. M. the Johnson Lode,
with wlticri
It con1'. H. 4 M., and inore particularly describflicts. Interrieden and Johnson, claimants ;
ed as follows :
Battleship
Lode. Sur. No. 1592. with which
HeginnlnK at Cor. No. 1, a porphyry
W.
T. Scarborough et al.
atone,
7x14x18 ina. set 12 ins. in the it conflicts,
from ciaimanta, and on the W. by the Gila
ground, chiseled X on top and
which the E.Í4 Cor. Sec 12. T. 23 8., It 1
Monster Lode and Lookout Lode,
Sur.
V
N. M. P. H. & M. Iwai'g N. 63' 54' E. No. 1592. with which it conflicts.
W.
1522 ft. dlat, and running thence 8. 17
T.
Scarborough,
et
claimants.
This
al.
17' E. 220.10 ft. to Cor. No. 2; thence 8.
claim also conflicts with Hobson
Lode.
84 52' V. 613.47 ft. to Cor. No. 3; thence
N. 17 17' W. 220.10 ft. to Cor. No. 4; Sur. No. 1616. which It crosses, 86 Minthence N. 8r 62' K. 51J.47 ft. to Cor. No. ing Company, claimants.
No other ad1, the place of lieglnninK. containing,
joining or conflicting claims are known.
of conflict with Nevada lode, Survey No. 1431, 1.268 acres.
The location notice of this claim is recorded
The location notice of this claim Is of in the office of the County Clerk of
record in the office of the County Clerk
of Grant County. New Mexico, at page 27 Grant County, New Mexico, in Book 17,
in Hook 30 of Mining locationa. and an at Page 634, of Mining Locations, and
location notice thereof ia of
amemlatoi-record in aald office at page 125 in Hook the amendatory location thereof in Book
30 of Mining Locationa.
80, Page 1S.
This claim la adjoined on the North by
JOHN L. BURNS'DE, Register.
Henry Clay lode, Survey No. 70; on the
Nov. 6,' 1916.
South hy Nevada lode, Survey No. 1431, First Publication:
with which It conflicto, and on the West Last Publication:
Dec. 31. 1916.
by Dundee lode, Survey No. 1284.
No
or conflicting claims
other udjolnlnu;
known.
MINERAL APPLICATION, SERIAL NO.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE,
ItegiHter.
01637

First Publication Nov.
Last Publication Dec.

MINERAL APPLICATION. SERIAL NO.
012636
United States Land Office, Laa C rucea,

i

'

MINERAL APPLICATION, 8ERIAL NO.
012640
United Sutes Land Office, Las Cruces,
Nov. 2, 1915.
New Mexico,
Notice is hereby given that 85 Mining Company, a corporation, by A I,
Interrieden,
its Attorney-in-fac- t,
vhose
postoffice
is
Lordsburg,
address
Grant
County, New Mexico, nas blade application for
a mineral patent for the Okley lode mining
claim. Survey No. 1620, situate in Virginia mining District,
in
the County of Grant,
and Stre of New Mexico, covering along
the lode and vein of same from tha
discovery point S. 62 deg. 27 min. W. 1188.80
feet and N. 2 deg. 27 min. K. 266 ft. and
located in SW"4 NEVi. SE', NW : NE 14
SWVi , and NWVi SE. Sec. 12. T. 28 8.. R.
19 W N. M. P. M., described
as follows:
Beginning
at Cor. No. 1, a quartx
rock 7 x 16 ins., 7 ins. above the ground,
with mound of stone chiseled 1 1620,
whence the Vi Sec. Cor. on East boundary
12, T. 23 S., R. 19
of Sec.
W
N.
M. P. M., bears S. 71 deg. 31 min. E.
;
1469.1 ft
thence N. 36 deg . 66 min.
W.
96.68 ft. to Cor.
No. 2 ; thence
S.
62 deg. 26 min.
W. 1448.20 ft. to Cor.
No. 3; thence S. 86 deg. 66 min. E. 596.14
to Cor. No. 4; thence N. 62 ft. 27
ft
min. E. 1448.30 ft. to Cor. No. I, the placa
Containing 15.982 acres, after
of beginning.
excluding
1.063
acres in conflict with
86 Lode. Sur. No. 1480;
2.490
acres in
conflict with Dewey Lode, Sur. No. 1617,
and .030 acres in conflict with Hobson
Lode,
Sur. No. 1616.
This claim is adjoined on the N. by
Napoleon Lode,
G. E. Waldo,
Claimant I
on the E. by Friday lode, with which it
86
Mining Company, claimant.
conflicts,
and the Belle Tower lode, with which it
conflicts, G. E. Waldo, Claimant: on tha
by
S.
Lode,
the Triangle
with which
it conflicts, J. L. Augustine, Claimant:
by the 8 lode, Sur. No. 1430, with which it
conflicts and by the Dewey lode. Bur. No. 1617,
with which it conflicts, 85 Mining Company, claimants, and on the W. by tha
Hobson Lode, Bur No. 1616. with which it conflicts, and the Schley lode, Sur. No. 1618.
86 Mining
Company, ciaimanta of both
lodes.
No other adjoining
or conflicting
claims known.
The location notice of this claim is recorded
in the of Ace of the Recorder of Deeds
Grant County New Mexico,
In Book 28
of Mining Locations, at Page 884, and
the amendatory
is
location
recorded ia
Book 80, at Page 184.
JOHN L. BURNSIDE, Register.
First Publication:
Nov. 6. HI 16.
Last Publication:
Dec. 31, 1915.
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR U. S.
PATENT
Mineral Survey Na. 1(28
Setial No. 012590
United Statea Land Office, Las Cruces,
New Mexico. October 28. 1915
Notice is hereby given that Torreroca Mining Company, whose poatofflce addreaa Is Duluth, Minnesota, haa made application for patent for tha Jim Crow Extension lode mining
claim, aituated in tha Steeple Rock mining
district. Grant county, New Mexioa, In approximately the NEVi. Sec 23, T. 17 8., R. 31
W.. N. M. P. B. and M. unsurveyed. described
as follows:
"JIM CROW EXTENSION." Beginning at
corner No. I, the N. E. comer, whence Cor.
to See. 7. 12. 18 and T8. T. 17 8., ata. 20-2-1
W.. of the N. M. P. B.. and M. beam N. 81
deg. 17 min. E.. 9242 feet: thence 8. 78 deg.
66 min. W., 448.14 feet to comer No. 8 ; thence
8. 49 deg. 28 min. E.. 29.46 feet to corner
No, 8; thence N. 78 deg. 6 min. K., 1 foot
io corner No. 4 ; thence N. 8 dec. 09 ssia. W..
635.68 feet to corner No. 1, the place of beginning, containing a net area of 3.704 arras,
expressly excludinc area in conflict with sur!
vey No. 1012-B- .,
Jim Crow lode, of .007 acres.
Tha location notice of said claim la recorded
in the office of the county clerk of Grant
county. New Mexico, as follows l
Jim Crow Extension, Book 30 of Mining
Location, page 161.
The names of the adjoining claims ara: aa
the southwest. Survey No. 1012-Jua Crow
lode; os the southeast. Survey No. 181J-Gold Bug lode; on the northwest, Burver No.
1912-D- ,
Tunnel lode.
John I,. Burnaide
Has later

First Publication Nov.
Last Publication Dec

WESTERN LIBERAL.

HAVE

YOU

BUSINESS

CHILD?

A

Ion for children, bat bfrmsaof
ohy-l
rirranavmctt are deprived
creates! of all happum.
fonow wot mtored
toTíürirí"1 iTÍ"?by ,nm
Lydi E. linkham
Vnmta- vwr
tt nig ana asK uiarn .bout It.

"I took
pound

vonr Com
and have a. fine.
strong baby. "
Mrs.
JOHN

rVlJíi.ttMI

ten,

MITCHELL,

N. Y.

Ilu-

"Lydit E. Pinkham't

Vegetable Comtound
wonderful

ia a

medicine for

expectant mothera."
Mrs. A. M. Myers,

i

Mo.

" I highly recommend

Lvdia E. Pinkham'a Vr.
etable Compound before
child-birtIt haa done ao
much for me." Mr. E.
M.

Doerr.

R. R. 1. Con.

shohocken, Pa.
"ItookI.ydiaE.Pink-ham'-

a

Vegetable Compound to build dd m T
system and have the
aearest baby girl In the
world." Mrs. Mose
Blakeley, Coalport, Pa.

"I praise

the Compound whenever I have
a chance. It did so much
for me before my little
girl was bom." Mrs.
E. W.

Sanders,

W. Va.

"I

Qhj

Rowles-bur-

g,

.

took your

Com-

pound before baby waa
born and feel I owe my
life to
Mrs. Winnie

it"

Florida,

Oh, Well.
"I see where a man wag ariested
last night for taking notes at a lec-

ture."

"You don't mean it!"
"Yea; they were bank notes, and
he took them out of another man's

pocket."

To keen clean and healthy take Or,
Pierce's Pleasant Pelleta. They regulate
liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.

Quite Likely.
understand it," said the
fair customer in the shoe store. "You
Bay these are No. 4's, and they pinch
dreadfully.
The pair I had before
were threes, and they never gave me
any trouble."
"Perhaps the threes were marked
down," suggested the salesman.
"I can't

RestThose Worn Nerves
'Entry
rtrturm

w

allies Tell Greece she
fight for them, or

Successful Crops and Big Yields
Help the Railway.
The remarkable fields that are reported of the wheat crop of Western
Canada for 1915 bear out the estimate of an average yield over the
three western provinces of upward of
25 bushels per acre.
There Is no
portion of that great west of 24,000
square miles In which the crop was
not good and the yields abundant. An
American farmer who was Induced to
place under cultivation land that he
had been holding for five years for
speculative purposes and higher
prices, says that he made the price of
the land out of this year's crop of
oats. No doubt, others, too, who took
the advice of the Department of the
Interior to cultivate the unoccupied
land, have done as well.
But the story of the great crop that
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta
produced this year is best told in the
language of the railways In the added
car that it has been necessary to
place in commission, the extra trains
required to be run, the increased tonnage of the grain steamers.
It is found that railway earnings
continue to improve.
The C. P. H. earnings for the second
week of October Bhowed an increase
of $762,000 over last year, the total
being only 1310,000 below the gross
earnings of the corresponding week
of 1913, Vhen the Western wheat crop
made a new record for that date. The
Increase in C. P. R. earnings for the
corresponding week of that year was
only 1351,000, or less than half of the
increase reported this year. The
grain movement in the West within
the past two weeks has taxed the resources of the Canadian roads as
never before, despite their Increased
facilities. The C. P. R. is handling 2,000
cars per day, a new record. The
O. T. R. and the C. N. R. are also making new shipment records. The other
day the W. Grant Morden, of the Canada Steamships Company, the largest
freighter of the Canadian fleet on the
Upper Lakes, brought down a cargo of
j 476,315
bushels, a new record for
Canadian shipping. Records are "going by the board" in all directions this
fall, due. to Canada's record crop. The
largest Canadian wheat movement
through the port of New York ever
known Is reported for the period up
to October 15th, when since shipments
of the new crop began in August,
4,265,791 bushels have been reloaded
for England, France and Italy. Thia
is over half as much as was shipped
of American wheat from the same port
in the same period. And, be it remembered, Montreal, not New York, is the
main export gateway for Canadian
wheat. New York gets the overflow
in competition with Montreal.
Proof Positive.
".My wife wants to go to the niuti-nethis afternoon, but I'm afraid it
isn't a proper show for her to gee."
"What makes you think so?"
"Well, it It was she wouldn't want

e

Don't give up. When you feel all
unstrung; when family cares seem too
hard to bear, and backache, dizzy headaches, queer pains and irregular action
of the kidneys and bladder may mystify
you, remember that such troubles often
come from weak kidneys and it may be
that you only need Doan's Kidney Pills
to make you well. When the kidneys
are weak there's danger of dropsy,
gravel and Bright' disease. Don't delay. Start using Doan's now.

doan'sk;sy
50al Stores
all

FbatorvMilbura Co. Prop. Buffalo.'N.Y

to see it."

An Improved Quinine, Does not Cause
Nervousness nor Ringing in Head
The happy combination of laxatives In LAX-AT- I
V E 11 HUMO QUIÑI N E makes i he Quinine
In this form have a fur better efTecl than the
ordinary Quinine, and It can be taken bv anyone without a ire' ling the head. Kemeniber tu
call for the full name, Laxative BroiiioQuiuine.
Look for signature of E. W. CJrove. li'x;.

It Surely Is.
"Pa, what is affectation?"
"Affectation, my boy. Is carrying
three extra tires on an automobile
that never gets more than four blocks
away from a garage." Detroit Free

Press.

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels
ryw Tbey ara

Cut oat cathartics and purgativra.
brutal, harsh, unnecessary. 1

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS

at

--A

Purely vegetable. Act
?rDTrD'cl
gently on tne uver, a
WHn i l. r.ii
eliminate one. ana
ViHITTLt
ooche tne delicate
IVER
membrane of the
bowel. Cars
Oastisatrea,
aiuouiarfts.
Sick Inl.
acaa aaa laJiMuoa, as niUisas kasw.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

'f S.tor

Genuine must bear Signature

Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buy Red
Hag Blue; have beautiful, clear
white clothes. Adv.
Cross

Unversatile Nature.
Marie, the

eight-year-ol- d

"Do voi' see

hopeful of

a certain household, was seated at the
breakfast table one morning. As usual, eggs were served.
Now, either Marie was not hungry
or she had grown tired of the Inevitable bill of fare, for very earnestly she
lifted her eyes to heaven and exclaimed:
"I wiBh to goodness hens would lay
something besides eggs!"

must

BLOCKADE GREEK PORTS
FRENCH

CAVAL-DETROOP
SHIP
SUNK BY A SUBMARINE
AND 500 SOLDIERS KILLED.

S

1

the kitchen."
"But has the man gone crazy all of
a sudden?"
"Oh, no; he was hunting for a collar button and picked up his wife's
t
curling tongs in an absent
way. Lots of husbands do that
once. He won't speak to her for the
next three days, hut he will not die
of his injuries, and the experience

V..lrn

I'nlon

Xew-imp- rr

tfVww

Serlc.

London, Nov. 23. A telegram from
Constantinople, by way of Bucharest,
says the first contingent of German
troops has reached that city nud that
Field Mnrshal von Mackcnscn is expected there this week.
The entente allleB have demanded
that Greece either Join with them and
fulfill her treaty obligations to Sprbia
or demobilize, and, to Impress King
Constantino that they mean what
they say, the allies have declared a
commercial blockade of the Hellenic
Kmplrc, according to dispatches from
Athens.
There Is no confirmation of these
statements available here but it is

Good baking without good baking powder it out ol the question.
K (. oakinf fowder has waadertul kamuaf powct, and the doubM acnoa
th bowl and ia the vea aukes good mutt doubly catana,

i

may do him good."

ehmncmt

TaAc

of fmlarmm K C

mitj Aove "good lack"

momry

(i'im.

At all urocera.

May Be Kept So by Cuticura Soap
and Ointment. Trial Free.

umper Grain Crops

To have good hair clear the scalp
of dandruff and Itching with shampoos
of Cuticura Soap and touches of Cuti-

Good Markets High Prices

Prize Awarded to We term Cañad tor
Wheat, Cata, Barley, At 'falfaandOraaao

cura Ointment to dandruff spots and
itching.
Nothing better than these
pure, fragrant, supercreamy emollients for skin and scalp troubles.
Sample each free by mall with Skin
Book. Address Cuticura, Dept. XT,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.

The winnings of Western Canada at the Soil Product
Exposition at Denver were easily made. The list
comprised Wheat, Oats, Barley and Grasses, the most
important being the prizes for Wheat and Oats and
sweep stake on Alfalfa.
No less important than the splendid quality of Western
Canada's wheat and other grains, isthe excellence of
the cattle fed and fattened on the grasses of that
country. A recent shipment of cattle to Chicago
topped the market in that city for quality and price,

Could Not Understand Capacity.
During the public inspection of a
Red Cross hospital train on tour
certain that Earl Kitchener, the through Scotland thousands of people
Wtttera Caíala proiwett b 1915
as bki wkeit
British war secretary, who had an passed through the barrier at one paras all f tat Uaittd States, or iu 300,OTO,0
bwtaeli.
difmm
mr
m
a
mu
m
out
came
mi
at
and
n
station
ticular
ujv
itr
hour's audience with the King of
Canada
proportion
in
population
to
greater
a
has
Greece Saturday, and afterward saw ferent exit.
exportable surplus of wheat this year than any
Open-eyea countryman stood at
Premier Skouloudis, took a firm stand
country in the world, and at present prices you
and told them what the allies could the entrance watching the crowds. At
can fiirure out the revenue for the nroducer. In
5
and would do unless the demands length he burst out to a bystander:
Western Canada you will find rood markets, splen- I
A
an
mun
be
awfu'
Scot!
that
"Great
were conceded.
aia acnoois. exceptional social ronaitiona. penecc
WT a 1 rl b
Siiat3
I've
aun
big
climate,
tae
and other crest af.mctions. Thero
T
France.
that's
train
f
An Athens dispatch to the Times
war tax
land mmé
c.aerl.tl.n.
says it is confirmed that the entente been standin' here for tVa solid hours
for illustrated pamnhlet and ask for reduced railway rates, information as to beat locations, etc.
powers have imposed restrictions on seein' the folk gang intil it, an' she's Send
Address Superintendenl'Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
Greek trade. The allied fleets, it is not filled yet."
W. V. BENNETT
searching
added, have already begun
Sad Pleasure.
Room 4, Bee Bldg., Omaha, Nebr.
all steamers flying the Greek flag in
A minister who had resigned from
Canadian Government Aaent
the .gean and the Mediterranean.
making his farewell
An Athens dispatch to the Havas his church was
Not Particular.
agency says: "After Premier Skoulou-dl- s calls. He called at the home of one
"Jones says he's for peace at any
of his parishoners who sent her litrailed on Karl Kitchener, the
girl down to the parlor to en- price."
British secretary of war, at the Brit- tle
"Oh, Jones would bo for anything
tertain
the minister for a few minHAVE YOU ANY?
ish legation, the field marshal had a utes,
not being dressed to at any price."
mother
the
WRITE US.
two hours' conference with Gen.
a few of the cushim.
After
receive
Dousmanis, chief of the Greek gentomary remarks about the weather the Write !t urine Kye Kemedj Co., Chicago
for illustrated Book of the Kye iree.
eral staff, and Col. Metaxas, chief as- little girl said to the minister:
US W. SOUTH WAltR
ST., CHICAGO
sistant of the general staff, at which
to
we
are
have the
"I hear that
Tinted.
the officers accompanying Karl sad pleasure of losing you."
"Why do they call her a coloratura
Kitchener were present."
m

t

V H vara
.r

--

..

BROOM CORK

Coyno Brothers

The French troop ship "Calvades"
has been sunk by a submarine, according to dispatches from Athens.
It is estimated that 500 soldiers have

Dr. Pierce's Pleaunt Pellets me tlie
original little liver pills put up 41) yeais
ago. They regulate liver and bowel.". Adv.

All Very Tragic.
been killed.
At the Players' club in New York
It is stated in German newspapers
to a
that Albanian troops are trying to bar the happy ending so essential
being
diswas
success
play's
financial
the roads of retreat by concentrating cussed, when Butler Glaenzer said:
on the Serbian border.
"No play has a happy ending."
The Bulgarian successes at Katchl-naThey looked at him through the cigpass, Totovo ,and Babuna pass,
arette smoke in amazement.
the
and
confirmed,
now
been
have
"No play has a happy ending," he
Cussovo plateau, where the Serbians repeated.
"It runs on and on, and at
reexpected to make a last desperate
it ends tragically in some
last
sistance, is now apparently open to
town, with the entire road com
the Invaders.
pany stranded and without the price
The fall of Monastir has not been of an oyster stew among the lot of
confirmed, and, according to latest them."
information, the Serbian army is advancing thence to meet the BulgariHow easy it is to acquire a bad repans, but, endangered as it is from utation and how dlfllcult it is to lose
quarters Babuna It!
different
three
puss, Brod and Kruzvo there s is
slight possibility of its holding out in
case the Bulgarians make a real attempt to take It.
armies are now
The Auslro-Uerniaon the borders of Novipazar, and are
approaching Prístina. Thus, Old Serbia, as it existed before the last two
Balkan wars, is completely overrun
by hostile forces.
The correspondent at. Berne, Switzerland, of the Central News, teleone-hors-

HIETZ

soprano?"
Can you see the
"Great Scott!
why she's made up? That paint is an
inch thick!"

That's All.
"Blank & Co. have gone into the
Gliddca Tnr Wiaavr
hands of a receiver."
5 Passenger, Gray &
"1 wonder what the creditors will
Davis, Electric Lights
get?"
"The creditors will receive what and Starter, 25 H. P.

v

UrealPHt hill climber;

S to30talieA on gnlluc
10.0U) milPH tin
ciiMnline.
oie get of lire.
Stewart Hpeflotnetr, imp man mohair lop, 14M
lu. wheel Iihhp, ittxll'-- Im-- lirea, weight l.ftm
MKTZ lHMriiiitra
lor Colorado.
KimmlH.

the receiver leaves."
Be happy.
much better

Red Cm
Bait Blue;
liquid blue. Delights
All grocers.
Adv.

Use

the laundress.

than

Wyoniiutf and Webtern
Carter-ca- r

Co.

:
1636 Broadway
Denver, Colorado
Unanimous.
LIVE
was in
"I wish and wish again
WafaoM F. Coir mun
Michigan," sang the man with the barl
i
jiwyvT.W ivhuititri.
Ail viif and laiHik
ber shop tenor.
n.
tutea resMuimliJe.
lijl)eM rviereui.
scrvR-- .
"So do I," remarked a man in the
W. N. U., DENVER. NO.
front row.

AGENTS WANTED

1

PATENTS

I

I

48-19-15.
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mum

graphs:
"Diplomats understand that an Italian declaration of war on Germany is
only a matter of hours."
Villa Defeated; Thousand Men Fall.
Douglas. Ariz. Official Carranza reports are that Gen. Miguel Dieguez Is
driving Generals Villa and Urbalejo
from the Hermosillo district with
losses of 1,01)0 dead, wounded and captured and a quantity of munitions, and
that Gen. Jose Rodriguez Saturday
broke through the Carranza cordon
about Cananea and Is rushing to reinforce Villa at Imuris. Gen. Dieguez
Is pressing hotly after Villa and Gen.
Obregon is rushing to Nogales to head
the retreating Villa forces off.

1

The Colorado

LFtewaJjD

n

Hillstroms Pallbearers.
Salt Lake City. Six Swedish girls,
including one said to have been JoA man usually is as far from being
a devil as a woman is from being an seph Hillstrom's sweetheart, acted as
pallbearers at his funeral Sunday.
angel.
Each girl wore a red Bash, which was
attached to the casket when the body
was taken to the depot and sent to
Wm. D. Haywood at Chicago. There
was no prayer and no religious cereeaten, and even from some vegetables. mony at tho funeral. I.W.W. songs,
The poor kidneys get tired and back some of riiem by Hlllstrom, were sung
ache begins. This, is a ood time to by the cortege as it passed through
take "Anuric," the new discovery ol the streets to the depot.
Dr. Pierce for Kidney trouble and Back
Neglected kidney trouble is
ache.
Two Dying, Three Hurt, In Crash.
responsible for many deaths, and InFlorence. Edward John, a garage
surance Company examining doctors
always test the water of an applicant man, and Miss Florence McKenzle, a
before a policy will be Issued. Have school teacher at Ilockvale, are dying,
you ever set aside a bottle of water and Mrs. Philip Cutting, Miss Elsie
for twenty-fou- r
hours? A heavy sedi- Fern Pierce and Thomas Pierce of
ment or settling sometimes indicates Colorado Springs are seriously hurt as
kidney trouble. If you wish to know
of an auto crash here. The
your condition send a sample of your the result
in a
water to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel, five were on the way,
Buffalo, N. Y., and describe symptoms. car to the football game here between
It will be examined without any ex- Colorado Springs nnd Florence Saturpense to you, and Dr. Pierce or bis day. Nearing Florence the machine
chemist will Inform you truthfully. was struck by a Denver & Rio Grande
Anuric Is now for sale by dealers in train running at high speed.

i

Send the coupon below
and learn how you can get a complete set of

ONEIDA COMMUNITY PAR PLATE
SILVERWARE
signature from Skinner packages- free by saving the trade-mar- k
Silverware of quality. Guaranteed ten years. Iieauti-f- ul
Bridal Wreath pattern.
Skinner's products arc made from the finest durum wheat, in the
largest, cleanest and most sanitary macaroni factory in America.
There are nine kinds of Skinner Producís Macaroni, Spaghetti, Eec

Six Girls

Noodles, Cut Macaroni, Cut Spaghetti, Elbows, Soup Rings, Alphabetos,
different ways.
Vermicelli. These can be cooked
Combine with cheap cuts of meat into a delightful dish,
or with cheese, tomatoes, fish, mushrooms, oysters, etc.
fifty-eig-

ht

Skinner's Products cut down wonderfully on meat bills.
More nutritious and better (or your health too. We will
send you a fine recipe book telling how to make many
delicious dishes if you will ask for it.

Save the

Signatures

Trade-Mar- k

from all Skinner pi kaKes and send the
coupon today for full lformation how to
(jet a complete set of O
munity Far Plate Silverw
Skinner s Macaroni I

V1

WJ'.&1

"'ojt

!o'

grocers
Products

AU good

sell Skinner's
Buy it by tho
case

packages
SKINNER
Mt G. CO.

.aOTl

.V

24

high-powe- r

50c pck'gs.

and make it light, digestible, wholesome.

CLEAN SWEET SCALP

BACKACHE, RHEUMATISM AND DROPSY

pains, heaviness, drowsiness. Irritar
blllty, headaches, chilliness and rheumatism. In some people there are sharp
pains in the back and loins, distressing
bladder disorders and sometimes obstinate dropsy. The uric acid sometimes
forms into gravel or kidney stones.
When the uric acid affects the muscles
and Joints It causes lumbago, rheumatism, gout or sciatica. This Is the time
to send Dr. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel,
Buffalo, N. Y., 10c for large trial package of "Anuria"
During digestion uric acid is absorbed into the system from meat

You may use an old favorite recipe and the best oí malcriáis am make k
carefully, the oven may be put right, yet you will have
failure if
"The Power behind the Dough is not the right one to leaves it properly

red-ho-

THE NEWEST REMEDY FOR
Kidney, Bladder and Uric Acid troubles bring misery to many. When
the kidneys are weak or diseased,
these natural filters do not cleanse
the blood sufficiently, and the poisons
are carried to all parts of the body.
There follow depression, aches and

F(D)V7eiP
behind
the dough

the man?"

see the man."
"What Is he doing?"
"He is blowing his fingers. Jumping
up and down and acting in such a way
that his wife looked at him In astonThere, he haa
ishment and fear.
kicked over two chairs, torn down
the lace curtains and made a rush for
"Yes.
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Blacksmith, Wheelwright
Spring and axel Welding
Wood Working
Horseshoing.
NORTH

THEATRE

STAR

sault with a revolver. The case
vas heard before Justice of the
AssistTeaco George Edmonds.
ant District Attorney C. C. Koyall
was present at the hearing. Two
soldiers, who were arrested In a
knife-figat Hachita, were taken by the federal authorities, thug
saving the county a heavy expense of trial.

FRIDAY NIGHT
Lillian liussell In

"WILDFIRE"

ht

The great racing drama in 5 a?ts.
A Shubert Featnre with the beautiful actress Lillian Russell.
15c and 23c
PRICES - -

OF R. R. TRACK

Soft. Velvety Hands Even With
the Winds of Winter Time. We
guarantee the preparation Witch
Hazel Cream, 25c and BOc size,
to any address. Mail Order
department, The Warner Drug Co.,
El Paso, Tex.

--

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
Regular Comedy & Drama
Special Bookings
Prices
(

(tfljorolatns
7

CANDIES"
... .,.r t
..i uun
siunc

Wo tell to many of these
famously food chocolates that
w can always supply any of the

15

"The Western Liberal has appeared in new form, but Editor
Bush still retains his original
shape," says the Duncan News.
Joe, it's not our shape that makes
us look that way, it's worry.

These are the kind you see
advertised in
thb Saturday Evening Post
and are What Shp WanUI

THE MINT CLUB

Mr. and Mrs. Spink of the Espee,
have returned from a month s va

cation.
Run, Run, Run, to the Blue
85 Mine Directory
Front store for your Xmas toys,
dolls, glassware, books, Xmas
post cards etc.
Ü
AUTO DELIVERY
Ed Shearer, master mechanic of
T
lir TAIUTPAIT 0 the Southern Pacific shops here,
VI. JUnfldUfl
jj returned Friday from a several
8
months' vacation, during which
Í time
85 MINE STORE
trip,
he made a 10,000-mil- e
going from Lordsburg to British
Town Prices at the bb mine
Columbia and then to New "York
Ti
camD. f ree AutomoDiie ue
City. While in Cincinnati, Ohio,
wlivery anywhere in this vicin-- b Mr. Shearer closed a contract with
several of the largest railroad system?, in the .east for the installaBuy.
fore You
tion of hia patented
on all engines on their roads.
ooscoooGooocoooeeoo'.aeoc) alarm
alarm has
The Shearer
met with approval wherever it has
been introduced and the patent io
gxyy. OCOOOOCCOCCOCOOCCO!
now being adopted by all engines
the United States, netting the
Meat Market in
Lordsburg inventor a handsome

Oohntton popular luortmenU.
And alway Froth

f

and

Tuesday Evening

iu-u-

.

10c

past-pai- d

'The Diamond from the Sky'
and "The Master Key"

II

APPRECIATED
"THE
ü

v

Last week at Hachita, deputy
sheriff J. E. Schrimpsher was
bound over to await the action of
the grand jury on a cnarge of as- -'

J.

d

Olney and McAllister
Proprietors

a

-i

.

M

low-wat-

SHOES

OLD

low-wat-

Made New.

"85"

NEW ONES

5

Strictly First Class and
Prompt Work.

B.

income.

II. L. SWINK, Owner

Neatly Repaired

PERRY

FRESH MEATS
mailt) In I.ordstnirg

I'rnmnl lli'llviMiri

X

HOWE

"

Asaayers and Miners

Shop In R ar of Mr. Stevens and
the Star Thea're

assay
NEW

an. ASSAY
in Lordsburg.
where expert attention
will be given to General
Assaying.
Charges Reasonable.
OFFICE

The Lordsburg Dairy
"SANITATION FIRST"
Now at Sheakspeare Camp
Promp Deliveries to Lordsburg
and 85 Mine.

GENTS' SUITS

Cleaned & Pressed

75c
SPONGED
TROUSERS

&

PRESSED 40c
PRESSED 15c

Shop at Lordsburg Hotel

A

Dollar1

SURPRISE GROCERY
STORE COMPANY
Fresh

Francisco Barela
Proprietor
Meats, - Vegetables

Groceries.

6

444

4949

j

JEWELRY AT LESS THAN COST

Everything in stock will be
sold at a sacrifice to make
room for our
Big Christmas Stock
Fine Umbrellas

and
PROMPT Deliveries

Phone No. 6 - 2 Rings
Store, North of S. P. Tracks

STIRLING SILVER

Law', Wilcox,

I

Arizona

0 Practice in Public Lands and g
S Mining Law a Specialty,
g

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh

That Contain Mercury
Btmrr will mtr)f
anal cuttpMftt'lr dvrtiiK

din troy the tena of am. II
tli atbolu ayateul when
Sueb
nivrlutf It tbruuifb tb luiiooua aurfacva.
ahúulit uvviT btf tiled
irtli-lrtin lireaerlp-liofrom rl"tabla pbytlrlaua, aa tba Uauiaifa
Kuod
WIU do la tro fold to the
Jul! rail pua
tb.r
llalla i'aturrb Cure,
tbly Vrt.a from tb.m.
Kaau factored hi T. Í. ihrwj at To.. Tulrdo. I).,
contáis n toarcury, and la takrn tiitvniallv,
ctlnf (Uracil upo. tbi. Mm! and nrnroua aur.
for of tbo avatrm. In burin Haifa t'atarrb
Ilia genuine.
It la takra
Coro bo aura you
Intrrnailr aDd nadv In Toledo. Oblo, by IT. J.
tbaooy aS Co. Ttlluonlala
Prlro, lie.
bottl.
Sold by Dnua-latTako iUU't tamil PUU fur cuuiUpatloii.

ricet

gt

fr. pr

FRAMES

$4.00

All Next Week
Sale Closes Sat. Dec.

4th

Walter

C.

Rubesch

NEXT DOOR TO HOLLEN HOUSE

Notice of
Annual Stockholders' Meeting
Suits and Overcoats, $15 to $40, made
Lordsburg, N. M., Nov. 16, 1915
in my shop.
Cleaning and Altering of
Dear Sir:
The annual stockholders' Lathes and Uents garments.
rarrer the tailor, Ownby Building
meeting of the Orion Mining Company
will be held at their office at Lordsburg,
Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. McGee, fa
N. M., at 2 p. m., on the second Wed- nesday in December, 1915, December ther and mother of Mrs. 1). W. Bri- You are hereby notified to be el, are spending the winter here,
8th.
present at this
meeting.
arriving Friday from their home
y
r
r uinjjaiiy
wnon Mining
in Pittsburgh, Pa.
W.
F.
Ritter
Per
H. C. Washburn of Paradise,
Ariz., was in the city Monday
transecting lan d business before
Notice of
the local commissioner.
Annual Stockholders' Meeting
NEW ASSAY OUTFIT for sale
Lordsburg, N. M., Nov. 16, 1915
cheap. Inquire of Mrs. W. H. SteDear Sir:- The a n nu a 1 stockholders vens.
meeting of the 85 Mining Company will
For Sale Paying Confectionery
be held at their olhce at Lordsburg, at oushicss in Lordsburg.
Will sacp. m., on the second Wednesday in
December, 1915, December 8th. 1 You rifice at a bargain, owing to ill
are hereby notified to be present at thie wealth. See Mrs. W. H. Stevens.
meeting.
Mesdames Clark and Treadway
85 Mining Company
of the 85 mine camp, were El Paso
Per A. J. Interrieden

Winter is here.

Have you seen Red?

Surely you are going to have Red
to do that job of painting or paper
irig you have been putting: off so long.
Do it nowand Red's prepared to do it
now with the best of zinc paint.
Mc-Elg- in

-

When you think of paint also think of

visiters several days the latter
pnrt of the week.
Mrs. A. J. Interrieden returned
THE NEW MEXICO
Thursday night from a very pleasCritchett & Ferguson
ant vacation trip to New York City,
SCHOOL OF JUNES her former home.
REI'KKSENTATIVE FOR ORE SHIPPERS
"Uncle" George Gosper, of Dun
1. O. Uox 712 El Paso, Texas.
Graduates Will Soon Hold the Most can, was here Monday enroute to
his home after taking in the big
Important Positions as
Arizona State Fair at Phoenix,
Mining Engineers
Andrew Locklear was up from
One of Lordsburg's most interesting his Separ ranch Monday.
visitors last week was Fayette
P. J. Fairley has joined the
A. Jones, president of the State "Lordsburg Builders" and will
Assayer and Chemist
School of Mines at Socorro, who is 30on erect a new residence oppO'
Atrent, for Ore Shtppe-traveling about the state in an en iite the Christian church.
at the Douglas Smelters.
deavor to get the people of New
spent
Miss
Celeste James
Mexico interested in the State Thanksgiving Day with her par;;l: ami mii.vkk lil l.Llojf
irnciiAKi
School of Mines.
ents at the 85 mine camp. Miss
355 10 li St.
Uox 392
No other institution in the state James is attending the Normal
1111(11,14,
ARIZONA.
is more deserving of support than School at Silver City.
the State School of Mines, where
Lester Jackson came over from
the youth of New Mexico is being
schooled to apreciate the splendor Silver City to be with his parents
of the new state which is opening on Thanksgiving Day. Mr. Jack
Protect Yourself and Family
from day to day under their eyes, son is also a Normal School etu
With Inauranca In
and where the chances for a great dent.
Co.
Insurance
American Nat'l
er future are more apparent than
If a heading would be given this
Of Gmlveiton, Tnu
they are in New Mexico.
item it would read:
"Preacher
Address enquiries to Dux 882, Lordsburg
During the past year the school Moistens Two Stamps". Sunday
of mines has secured from the state morning at the Methodist church
legislature money sufficient to add Rev. W. S. Huggett baptised the
several new buildings to those al- twins (now weighing 16 pounds
ready built, and one of the most each) of Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
important is the building which Stamps of this city.
will contain the electrical equipNew goods every two weeks.
equipI THOS. A. LISTER g ment, the most
ment in the United States at pres- Come and see McCauley's
, ent.
It F A L KSTATF AND
Another building will contain
J. O. Flanagan of Hachita was
(S the Diesel oil engine and its acil
MIMMi I'ltOI'fcKTIKS
in the city last week on business
cessories which the school of mines with the First National Bank.
Lordsburg, New Mexico.
is building at present.
Just arrive J: House dresses
From all over the state calls are
coming for graduates of the State aprons and up to date caps for
School of Mines who are capable of ladies and miss?s. Blue front.
developing the mineral treasures
Mr. Woodward of El Paso is atof the southern and southwestern tending the first chair at the Parparts of the state, but in most in
shop.
" PARLOR BARBER SHOP
stances more experienced men are lor Barber
needed, and so others are chosen.
!!
J. A. Floyd, the photographer,
Felix Jones, prop.
But within another year there will has secured a number of excellent
AGENCY
LAUNDKV
BATHS.
be pupils of the State School of views of the Liberty Bell in Lords'
develop' burg and of the crowd that welNext door to Potoflloe
i Mines in every importantbodies
of comed it.
mineral
The photographs are
T l.OKDSBl'KO.
KKW MEXICO T ment of the
southern New Mexico, and they being sold mounted for 50 cents.
will increase from year to year unCity Comforts for
til practically all of the mineral Customers. To soften and whiten
wvv
WW WWV WV WW WW
development of this state will be rough chapped hands, apply witch
in the hands of the graduates of hazel lotion (25c and 50c size) at
Elmo Barber Shop: the pupils of this institution.
light, rubbing well and putting on
A paying stock farm in the Ani- i pair of rubber gloves, (35c per
1
mas valley is for sale at very rea pair). In this way the roughest
TÍPnr nf St. Elmo Rar
made smooth and
sonable terms. Improved. $900 hands will bepostpaid
to any
white. Sent
mabuy,
cost
of
will
at
than
less
II. S. Gillum Prop.
Mail order department, The
F. V. Bush, agent.
terial used.
Warner Drug Co., El Paso, Texas.
WW WWWV WW WWW WW

Nesch's Sanitary Bakery
BUTTER CRUST BRFAD and All
Kinds cf Bread. BEST ON EARTH
Headquarters for everything m the

Courteous treatment,
Quality and Service our aim.
O jr Motto: "The Customer is always Right"
J. H. Benson, Mgr.

Paul Nesch, Prop.

METHODIST

CHURCH

A Hearty Welcome for YOU Next Sunday

Sunday
School

up-to-d-

v

i

ad-jres-

i

s.

AT

"A,.

10 a. jm.

h

V

Preach-

ing
I

i

1st

.

bakery line.

'

Out-of-Tow- n

M

$5.00

Sale Price

I

Attorney at

PICTURE

Regular Price $6.00

I?

LYMAN H. HAYS

Sale Price

Regular Price $9.50

s

"The Clothes Doctor"
One PIock aiifl Save

Bonney Mining Company.

SALE

CLEARANCE

the city last Friday shopping and
greeting their host of friends.
Clint Olney returned Saturday
from the Mimbres Hot Springs,
where he was confined to his bed
for 25 days with a serious case of
typhoid fever. Mr. Olney has had
a hard siege of illness, but is looking better now and regaining his
strength rapidly.
His many
friends are glad to welcome him
home once again.
A. H. Hilton, the pioneer wool,
mohair and hide buyer, of San Antonio, N. M., was in the city last
Friday enroute to Safford and
Ariz., on a purchasing
campaign. Mr. Hilton will return
to Lordsburg within a month.
The James P. Lee musical com
edy company gave an excellent per
formance last Friday night at the
.Mar theater and a big crowd turn
ed out to see the show.
SENT FREE TO ANY AD
DRESS "Hand Book of First
Aid," of Johnson & Johnson, a
most useful affair for the hu.ise- lold. Simply drop us a card. The
Warner Drug Co., LI Paso, Texas..
adv.
Miss Capitola Robertson and sis
ter, Mrs. Minnie Bright, filed on
.heir homesteads in the Animas
alley before the local U. S. Com
missioner Saturday.
Sam Killebrew was one of the
Animas settlers to file on his land
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Jackson re
turned to the 85 mine Sunday after a brief trip to Pinos Altos.
C. W. McSherry and brother,
Tom, were Lordsburg visitors Sat
urday enroute to Silver City from
Hachita and Animas, where they
went on legal business connected
with a reservoir site contest. Mr.
McSherry is one of the most able
Silver City attorneys and besdde
his legal work has been very suc
cessful in mining in the Pinos Al
tos district.

Arthur W. Houck

:FLOYD:

''Walk

i

Before Christmas

Mrs. D. II. Wright and daughter. Miss Pearl, of Animas, were in

Custom Assay Office

ALLEN & LINES, Prop.

&

ofrce!

We have opened

LOCATION

LADIES'

er

er

LOCAL & PERSONAL

11 a. m.

'
I

AT

And

t

j

7:30 p.m.

Here's my hand on it, will you
not accept the invitation?

1

